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Chapter 1.
Introduction to the Handbook
The EILM Handbook for Trainers was developed as an open educational resource for VET
advisors in Europe within the Emotional Intelligence on Labour Market (EILM) project.
The Emotional Intelligence on Labour Market project supports young adults and adults
in developing their emotional intelligence and better integrate into the more and more
demanding labor market. The project brought together companies, public agencies, and
NGOs to build innovative and up-to-date educational resources and coaching tools to
support Vocational Education and Training (VET) advisors in their work with learners –
young adults and adults.
In 2019-2022, the EILM partners from Italy, Poland, Austria, Spain, Romania, and Bulgaria
work to achieve the following goals:
•
•

•

Improve the quality of the VET advisor’s educational practice;
Develop innovative training resources and coaching methods to prepare VET
advisors to enhance the emotional competences of their learners, especially young
adults;
Build interactive and online tools to support learners, young adults and adults, to
self-assess and improve their emotional intelligence for their employability
enhancement.

The EILM project is led by Eduforma SRL (Italy) and implemented in partnership with
WSEI - Wyzsza Szkola Ekonomii I Innowacji W Lublinie (Poland), Amadeus Association
(Austria), Fundația Danis pentru Dezvoltare Managerială (Romania), Ayuntamiento De
Alzira - IDEA Alzira (Spain), and Personnel Training EOOD (Bulgaria).
The project is co-financed by the European Commission through the Erasmus+
Programme and the Italian National Agency – INAPP. Read more about the project here
https://www.eduforma.it/ios-and-project-activities/.
The EILM Handbook for Trainers is part of the EILM collection of supporting materials for
vocational advisors aimed to improve the quality of the educational practices of VET
advisors and enhance the emotional intelligence competences of their learners, especially
young adults ready to enter the labour market.
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Chapter 2.
How to use the EILM Handbook
The EILM Handbook was developed to support you, the VET advisor, in your work with
learners, especially young adults entering the labour market, to build or improve their
emotional intelligence competences and be better prepared for the more and more
demanding work environments. The handbook includes relevant theory and workshop
plans on specific topics related to emotional intelligence.
The EILM partners selected to present and work with themes and concepts of emotional
intelligence relevant to the workplace and labour market, using their own expertise in
the field but also previous frameworks and models developed by Mayer, Caruso, Salovey
(2016), Goleman (1998, 2017), Lynn (2008), or Mersino (2007). As the handbook addresses
emotional intelligence competences more from the workplace perspective, the partners
chose to structure it by following the framework proposed by Adele B. Lynn (2008). This
model is developed around the following emotional intelligence areas: self-awareness and
self-control; empathy; social expertness; personal influence; and mastery of purpose and
vision.
Therefore, the EILM Handbook for Trainers adapts this model; the EILM partners
consulted various other models and educational resources related to these topics, used
their own expertise, and their work resulted in the following topics and chapters:
• Self-recognition and emotional control (Chapter 3);
• Empathy and social awareness (Chapter 4);
• Social skills and abilities (Chapter 5);
• Leadership and self-management (Chapter 6);
• Managing professional and personal goals (Chapter 7).
In addition to these themes, the EILM partners also included a chapter (Chapter 8) that
explains how the EILM test on Emotional Intelligence was built and how you can use it in
your work with young adults and other learners.
Each chapter presents a relevant theory for the specific topic you should read about
before organizing the learning activities and workshop plans to develop or enhance your
learners’ specific emotional intelligence competences. Every workshop plan includes the
following information that supports you in preparing and organizing the workshops:
Learning objectives
These objectives tell you what the learners are supposed to know and what they
should be able to do after they participate in the workshop. You could use these
objectives to promote the workshop to the learners, tell them what the workshop is
about, and introduce the workshop’s expectations at the beginning of the training.
Recommended group size
This information helps you choose the workshop that matches your group’s size or
enroll in the workshop the right number of learners you want to prepare on a
specific topic.
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Estimated time
This helps you plan the workshop in terms of time, inform participants about the
length of the training, and reserve the training room for the right amount of time.
Materials needed
This information helps you to prepare the right and enough materials for the
workshop. It is like a checklist you will use before starting the workshop. Prepare
these materials in time; we recommend doing it at the latest the day before the
workshop.
Workshop steps
These steps tell you exactly what to do during the workshop: how to start it, how to
instruct participants on specific work, how to split the group into teams, how to
follow-up and reflect on activities, and how much time to plan and give to each part
of the workshop. All the time intervals provided are approximations of the time you
need for each step, but it will be useful to keep the activities in those intervals. You
want to keep the workshop’s length as you announced it at the beginning of the
activity.
The EILM Handbook was developed to be used by entry-level and experienced
facilitators, but not necessarily for VET advisors who have never organized or delivered a
workshop. However, you need no previous experience in emotional intelligence, but if
you have some, that will help, for sure, in providing outstanding learning activities! Check
the other EILM resources we have developed for Vocational Education and Training
advisors, and don’t hesitate to contact the project team for any inquiries, sharings, or
suggestions.

Resources

● Goleman, D. 1998. Working with Emotional Intelligence.
● Goleman, D. 2017. What Makes a Leader? In HBR’s 10 Must Reads on Emotional
Intelligence, pp. 32-94.
● Lynn, A. B. 2008. The EQ Interview: Finding Employees with High Emotional
Intelligence.
● Mayer, J. D., Caruso, D. R., Salovey, P. 2016. The Ability Model of Emotional
Intelligence: Principles and Updates. Emotion Review, 8(4), 290-300. DOI:
10.1177/1754073916639667.
● Mersino, A. C. 2007. Emotional intelligence for Project Managers: The People Skills
You Need to Achieve Outstanding Results.
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Chapter 3.
Self-recognition & emotional control
Subchapter 3A. Self-recognition
Self-recognition or self-awareness is seen as the first component or block of emotional
intelligence in many of the theoretical models developed to explain what emotional
intelligence is and what competencies it includes. Self-awareness proves to be essential in
any workplace, but it is also considered a crucial competency for entrepreneurs. Being
self-aware means to be accurately mindful of one’s emotions, capable of assessing these
emotions and understanding how they may affect one’s behavior, work, performance,
and relationships with others. It also includes self-confidence and awareness of one’s
strengths and weaknesses, and the capability to read in others how one’s emotions and
behaviors impact them. Self-awareness is so much needed in the workplace as it affects
performance, learning and development, relationships with others - being colleagues,
supervisors, or customers, and the decision-making process.
This chapter supports VET advisors like you to learn more about the emotional
intelligence dimension of self-awareness. First, you will discover the basics of this
component and the three competencies it includes. You will then have access to three
workshop plans to use with your learners to support them in developing their selfawareness and self-confidence.

What you should know about self-recognition
Many emotional intelligence theoreticians consider self-recognition or self-awareness as
the first component of this type of intelligence. As Daniel Goleman describes it, “selfawareness means having a deep understanding of one’s emotions, strengths, weaknesses,
needs, and drives” (Goleman, 2017, p. 48). In the workplace, people with high selfawareness are capable of recognizing their feelings and how these affect themselves, their
work, and their colleagues. In the same line and working on Goleman’s model, Anthony
Mersino (2007) considers self-awareness as the starting point of emotional intelligence,
including the following competencies: emotional self-awareness (being aware of one’s
feelings), accurate self-assessment (viewing oneself accurately and seeking feedback from
others), and self-confidence (being comfortable and confident with one’s feelings, values,
goals, etc.).
Adele B. Lynn takes this initial model and put it even more in the context of the
workplace, and split the self-awareness into three similar competencies:
1. “Impact on others, which is an accurate understanding of how one’s behavior or
words affect others;
2. Emotional and inner awareness, which is an accurate understanding of how one’s
emotions and thoughts affect one’s behaviors; and
3. Accurate assessment of skills and abilities, which is an accurate assessment of your
strengths and weaknesses.” (Lynn, 2008, p. 16)
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Using Lynn’s descriptions (2008), let’s shortly examine each of the three competencies
the learners should develop:
1. Impact on Others competency helps learners understand and be aware of how
their behavior, emotions, and words impact others. A professional who can read
the others through nonverbal cues or other signals is more capable of spotting
problems, come up with solutions, make better decisions, and build more trusting
relationships. Thus, once the learners acquire the Impact on Others competency,
they can be fully aware of what and how their behavior affects others and
recognize their negative behavior; they will want to take action to improve their
behavior; they will be able to read in others the effects of their own behavior.
2. Emotional and Inner Awareness competency incorporates the accurate
understanding of learners of their emotions and the impact these emotions have
on their work performance. The learners should be able to understand how moods
or emotions, such as anxiety, anger, distraction, etc., can affect their work and their
relationship with their colleagues, supervisors, or customers. The emotions have a
strong influence when they are not acknowledged and resolved. Learners should
also become aware of the triggers of emotions and moods and work with these
triggers as well. When the learners have this competency, they will be fully aware
of their emotions and understand how these impact their behavior and
performance; they will be able to predict and stay away from triggers of negative
emotions and reactions; they will hold themselves accountable for their behaviors
understanding what emotions generated them; they will be able to reflect on their
behavior and use this reflection to change their future behavior.
3. Accurate Assessment of Skills and Abilities is the competency that enables your
learners’ reflection, appraisal, and lifelong learning. If the learners are not fully
aware of their strengths, they will never be able to use them effectively and at
their full potential. If the learners are not fully aware of their weaknesses, they are
less open to development or feedback and constructive criticism. When the
learners acquire this competency, they can list and provide evidence of their
strengths and weaknesses, acknowledge and consider input from others, assess
their performance, and define improvement actions.
How self-awareness can help your learners and why it is relevant in the work-life?
By exploring the strengths, benefits, and advantages of self-awareness in work-life, as
Goleman (1998, 2017) describes them, we can conclude that if learners become self-aware
of their own emotions, accurately assess them, and understand how these affect
themselves, their behavior and performance, and others, then they will gain the
following:
● They will be able to know what their work and professional goals and values are
and why they want to achieve them;
● They will know how their emotions affect what they think, do and say;
● They can speak accurately and openly about their emotions and how these may
impact their work and performance, and thus build more trusting relationships
with their colleagues;
● They will be more aware of their limitations and strengths; they will feel
comfortable talking about these;
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● They will search for constructive criticism, feedback, and new perspectives from
others;
● They will be more reflective and more open to learning from experiences and selfdevelopment;
● They will be less likely to set themselves up to disappoint or fail because they are
more aware of their capabilities and limitations;
● They will be able to present themselves with self-assurance and make decisions
despite uncertainties and pressures.
In the following section, we will present in detail three workshop plans you can use with
your learners to support them in building their self-awareness. However, you can use
multiple activities and resources to help your learners become more self-aware and selfconfident. Many of these may be found in the following resources.

Resources

● Goleman, D. 1998. Working with Emotional Intelligence.
● Goleman, D. 2017. What Makes a Leader? In HBR’s 10 Must Reads on Emotional
Intelligence, pp. 32-94.
● Lynn, A. B. 2008. The EQ Interview: Finding Employees with High Emotional
Intelligence.
● Mersino, A. C. 2007. Emotional intelligence for Project Managers: The People Skills
You Need to Achieve Outstanding Results.

Workshop Plans
Support your learners to gain mastery of self-awareness
1. Surviving Your Emotions Workshop Plan
Learning objectives:
● The learners will become aware of how their display of negative or positive
emotions in the workplace influences their behavior, work motivation,
performance, and interactions with their colleagues.
● The learners will be able to identify specific guidelines for displaying positive and
negative emotions in the workplace that will help them to improve behaviors,
work motivation and performance, and work interactions.
Recommended group size: 10 to 20 learners
Estimated time: 90 min (1.5 hours)
Materials needed: flipchart paper sheets, pens, pencils/markers
Workshop steps:
Steps

Time

Step 1
Introduce to the learners the aims of the session: to learn how their positive or
negative emotions can influence their behaviors in the workplace, the attitude
and the mood of their colleagues, and the work motivation and performance; and
to be able to implement specific guidelines for displaying negative or positive
emotions in the workplace.

15 min.
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Provide a short lecture on self-awareness and its connecting competencies, such as
Impact on Others and Emotional and Inner Awareness. Give examples of how
expressing or holding emotions in the workplace can affect others, such as
colleagues, peers, supervisors, customers.
Step 2
Split the learners into three teams and give each group two of the following
questions. The learners should think about personal stories to answer these
questions and share them with the team.

25 min.

1. Think about the last time you laughed at work. How did it feel? How did it
impact your interactions?
2. Think about the last you felt helpless at work. Did the other sense your
mood? How did it impact your work and communication?
3. Think about the last time you felt satisfaction at work with your results.
How did it affect your work motivation and the interactions with your
colleagues?
4. Think about the last time you felt angry at work? Why were you angry?
How did it affect the interaction with your colleagues?
5. Think about the last time you felt proud of your work and colleagues.
How did that pride impact your colleagues and your work motivation?
6. Think about the last time you felt disappointed in your work and
colleagues. How did that disappointment affect your colleagues and your
work motivation?
Step 3
Ask the participants to continue their work in the teams and identify in the
stories they shared the following:
● Their behaviors that were generated by those specific emotions.
● Their colleagues’ mood/attitude changes generated by the fact they held
or expressed their emotions.
● Any change in work motivation or work performance determined by the
emotions, behaviors, moods/attitudes.
The learners write down the emotions, the behaviors, the mood/attitudes, and
changes in work motivation and work performance on a flipchart paper. They
will map out the relationships between their emotions, behaviors, moods/attitudes,
and work motivation and performance. In the end, each team presents its own
map to the whole group.

20 min.

Finally, each team has to reflect and come up with some guidelines for
themselves on how to display positive and negative emotions at work. During the
reflection, the learners should:
1) Decide the different outcomes they want in terms of their behaviors,
colleagues’ mood/attitude, their work motivation, and performance.
2) They design the guidelines for displaying positive emotions and negative
emotions in different work contexts based on these wanted outcomes.
Each team presents their guidelines, and the whole group discusses the common
guidelines and reflects on what they learned through the process. Also, each
learner chooses from the guidelines the things they would like to try immediately
and commit to using them in the following week in the workplace.

30 min.

This workshop plan was inspired by the activity “Coming Through” that you may find in:
● Lynn, A. B. (2000). 50 Activities for Developing Emotional Intelligence.
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2. Tame Your Stress Workshop Plan
Learning objectives:
● The learners will become aware of their personal patterns of experiencing stress
and react to stress.
● The learners will be able to identify ways of coping with stress and positive
behaviors or thoughts that could alleviate stress.
Recommended group size: 10 to 20 learners
Estimated time: 60 min (1 hour)
Materials needed: A4/A5 paper sheets, flipchart paper sheets, pens, pencils/markers
Workshop steps:
Steps

Time

Step 1
Introduce to the learners the aims of the session: to discover their personal
patterns of experiencing and reacting to stress; and to identify strategies and tools
that can help them alleviate stress.

15 min.

Provide a short lecture on self-awareness and its connecting competencies, such as
Impact on Others and Emotional and Inner Awareness. Give examples of how
high stress generates emotional distress for us and others - some of us get in
burnout, others cannot focus at all and procrastinate, while others could lash out
at their colleagues. Not all the time the sources of stress can be eliminated. The
workload, the customers’ pressure, the market pressure, the deadlines could be
continuous sources of stress and hard to stop. Still, processes can be implemented,
and people can learn positive actions to cope with stress.
Step 2
Invite the learners to think about three moments in which they experienced high
stress because of some personal issues, workload or work processes, and the
pressure put by colleagues, supervisors, or customers. The learners will draw selfportraits for each of the three situations in which they experienced the high
stress, exploring how they reacted to stress and reflecting on their own stress
reaction patterns.

25 min.

Split the learners into pairs, ask them to reflect on the situations and the sources of
their stress, and their stress reaction patterns.
Step 3
Ask each pair to join another pair from the group and present each other the
results of their reflections gained in the previous steps. Then, as a new team of
four, they start reflecting and brainstorming on the following topics to generate a
list of positive actions they can take to alleviate stress:
● How could they change their reaction patterns to stress?
● What positive behaviors or thoughts could work in alleviating stress?
● Who could they reach out for help to reduce/alleviate stress?
Each team presents their list of positive actions they can take to alleviate stress to
the whole group.

20 min.

Debrief the session by asking learners to think about what they learned and what
they will be willing to use in their daily work and life to change their stress
reaction.
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This workshop plan was inspired by the activity “Strung Tight–Understanding M.O.s
During High Stress” that you may find in:
● Lynn, A. B. (2007). Quick Emotional Intelligence Activities for Busy Managers. 50
Team Exercises That Get Results in Just 15 Minutes.

3. Be True to Yourself Workshop Plan
Learning objectives:
● The learners will become aware of their personal qualities/strengths and
weaknesses.
● The learners will be able to identify the strengths that will help them reach their
potential and the weaknesses they need to improve.
Recommended group size: 10 to 20 learners
Estimated time: 90 min (1.5 hours)
Materials needed: flipchart paper sheets, pens, pencils/markers
Workshop steps:
Steps
Step 1
Introduce to the learners the aims of the session: to discover their personal
qualities/strengths and their weaknesses, to be able to grow and improve
themselves.
Provide a short lecture on self-awareness and its connecting competencies,
especially Accurate Assessment of Skills and Abilities competency. Explain and
give examples of how vital this competency is for personal and professional
growth and lifelong learning.

Time
5 min.

Step 2
Invite the learners to make a list of 12-15 qualities/strengths they think they have,
and which are both useful in personal and professional life. They could use A4
paper sheets or sticky notes (write one quality/sticky note). Ask them to reflect on
what they know about themselves and the qualities or strengths others observed
in them.
Then, for each quality they put on the list/sticky notes, they need to write down
next to it what that quality means to them or how they proved that
quality/strength so far in their personal or professional life.

20 min.

Step 3
Split the learners into teams of 3-4 people and discuss their lists and reflections
made in Step 1. They could then identify the common or similar
strengths/qualities and talk about them, what they mean for each of them, and
how they have proved these qualities so far.

30 min.

Invite them then to think together about strategies they could have to use their
common/similar strengths to enhance their professional life. They could think of
aspects as the following:
● How a certain strength currently helps/is used by them in a professional
environment
● How others perceive this quality/strength
● How this quality/strength is useful in the workplace/work-related tasks
or professional projects
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How this quality/strength could be enhanced to help them to reach their
full potential
Each team presents their common or similar strengths/qualities and the
strategies they identified to use these for professional development.
●

Step 4
Invite learners to think of 3-5 situations in which they failed or were criticized at
work. Ask them to reflect and use the 5XWhy technique (ask as many Whys as
possible until the real cause of an issue is revealed) to discover the roots of their
failures or of the criticism they received. If the learners feel comfortable enough,
they could do the exercise in pairs, interviewing each other about these
situations.

20 min.

Invite the learners to reflect or discuss in pairs the roots of these failures or criticism
and identify a list with some of their weaknesses that affect their work
performance, work motivation, or work interactions. If learners feel comfortable,
ask 2-3 of them to share with the whole group their reflections and the
weaknesses they identified, and how these resulted in failures or criticism.
Step 5
Finally, invite the learners to reflect on how they could use the strengths they
identified in the first steps of the sessions to work on their weaknesses. Are there
any specific strengths that could help them to develop and turn weaknesses into
strengths? What behaviors or actions they should take to work on their
weaknesses? Who could help them in keeping them on the track of development?

15 min.

Invite 2-3 learners to share, if they feel comfortable, their strategies and plans
they made about turning weaknesses into strengths.
Debrief the session asking learners to reflect on how accurate self-assessment
could help them to improve their work performance and work life, in general.
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Subchapter 3B. Emotional control
Emotional control or self-control is part of the emotional intelligence block called selfregulation, in charge of people’s ability to manage emotions, especially the disruptive
positive or negative feelings. Being able to handle strong emotions results in clear
thinking under pressure or in challenging moments, in the ability to distress anger, fear,
stress, frustrations, in courage, assertiveness, and resilience. All these positive outcomes of
mastering self-control competencies are highly significant in the workplace or in starting
and running a business. People who master self-control are more focused on their goals
and results, have better relationships with colleagues, supervisors, or customers, are in
better control of any situation, rely on their strengths to deal with negative situations,
and can learn faster from failure or feedback to move on towards their ultimate personal
and professional goals.
This chapter enhances VET advisors’ knowledge on the emotional intelligence dimension
of self-control or self-management. First, as a VET advisor, you will explore this
component’s essentials and its corresponding competencies. You will then have access to
three workshop plans to use with your learners to support them in developing their selfcontrol, respectively emotional expression, courage and assertiveness, and resilience.

What you should know about self-control
Self-control is one of the emotional competencies that are part of the emotional
intelligence block called self-regulation (Goleman, 1998). People with high self-regulation
are capable of managing their impulses, emotions and handling and distressing these
feelings. Self-regulation is the component of emotional intelligence that “frees us from
being prisoners of our feelings” (Goleman, 2017, pp. 61-62). Self-control is the emotional
competency that helps in self-regulation by “managing disruptive emotions and impulses
effectively” (Goleman, 1998, p. 211). When the theoreticians talk about managing
disruptive emotions, they include the positive emotions - exhibiting positive emotions in
certain situations might be inappropriate -, and displaying negative emotions (Mersino,
2007). When people cannot control their emotions - especially the negative ones, they
experience some sort of emotional breakdown. In the workplace, these emotional
breakdowns can be observed in behaviors, actions, such as angry tirades, door slamming,
email letter bomb, withdrawal, and isolation, holding grudges and getting even,
criticizing, sarcasm or inappropriate humor, playing the victim, etc. (Mersino, 2007).
According to Goleman, if you manage to support your learners to develop or improve
their self-control, they will be able to:
● “Manage their impulsive feelings and distressing emotions well;
● Stay composed, positive, and unflappable even in trying moments;
● Think clearly and stay focused under pressure” (Goleman, 1998, p. 212).
However, taking self-control or self-management even closer to the workplace context,
Adele B. Lynn breaks down self-control into four essential competencies that people can
use in their work-life:
1. “Emotional expression, which means managing anger, stress, excitement, and
frustration;
2. Courage or assertiveness, which means managing fear;
3. Resilience, which means managing disappointment, setbacks, or failure; and
4. Planning the tone of conversations” (Lynn, 2008, p. 34).
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Let’s explore in more details these four emotional competencies related to self-control or
self-management, as they are understood by Lynn (2008), and how these would support
your learners personally and professionally:
1. Emotional Expression competency allows people to build relationships and reach
their objectives because they can manage themselves “out of the rut, out of fear,
out of anger, and out of disappointment” and motivate themselves to behave in a
manner that supports what they want to achieve. When your learners know how
to master the emotional expression, they will be able to express emotions with
impact on others in their mind; they will temper enthusiasm when necessary, to
show sensitivity towards others; they will constructively express anger; and they
will be capable of giving examples of expressing gratitude towards others.
2. Courage or Assertiveness competency in the workplace is about “taking calculated
risks to speak up about workplace issues, goals, and concerns that affect the
organization, customer, patient, or product and doing so in a productive manner”
(Lynn, 2008, p. 39). When your learners learn courage and assertiveness, they can
voice counter opinions, challenge the status quo, start difficult conversations,
address concerns to solve problems for themselves and others. They can take
action on important issues in the workplace; they are capable of recognizing those
issues that are worth challenging; they do not let fear immobilize or mute them;
they can give examples of moments when they exercised judgment while taking
risks.
3. Resilience is about how much people can keep their spirits up when things are not
as they would like to be, about how much they can keep trying when they face
obstacles, and about how fast they can learn from failures and mistakes and start
over again. You can say that your learners are resilient when they are able to give
examples of learning from failure or criticism; they are ready to accept challenges,
problems, obstacles and move into solutions; they have coping mechanisms for
negative situations; they take responsibility for their actions to improve the
circumstances in which they are; they reframe negative situations into
opportunities; and they rely on their own strengths to handle adverse situations.
4. Planning the Tone of Conversations competency helps people take a step further
in controlling their emotions and planning their conversations with colleagues,
supervisors, customers, etc., to achieve the results they want. This competency
allows them to anticipate reactions, certain outcomes, and impact on the results
and the relationships. Once the learners acquire this competency, it does not mean
that they will be able to write down scripts of their conversations, but rather to be
aware of what they want, how they should control feelings, and set the tone for
the outcomes they search for.
How can self-control help your learners, and why is it relevant in work-life?
When learners properly master the competencies related to self-control or selfmanagement, they will have more productive and healthier relationships in the
workplace; they will be more successful in their tasks and projects, being able to overcome
challenges, negative situations, and the feelings generated by these; and they can be even
more innovative by having the courage to challenge the status quo and by rapidly
learning from failure and criticism while staying focused on their professional goals.
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Using the lessons from Goleman (1998, 2017), Lynn (2008), and Mersino (2007), we
summarize here the benefits that your learners can gain from acquiring and utilizing the
self-control competencies:
● When they are in control of their feelings and impulses, the learners are described
as reasonable creating a work environment of trust and fairness for their
colleagues or even customers;
● The learners will be able to pick their words carefully in interaction with others
without rushing to any hasty conclusions, judgments, or actions;
● They will improve their work relationships because they will manage to control
their anger, frustration, or too much enthusiasm, or other impulses, in front of
their colleagues or customers, and focus their energy on the ultimate goal of each
relationship;
● In time, the self-control practices will help the learners to be less likely to become
angry, depressed, frustrate, anxious when faced with work conflicts or other
adverse situations on the job;
● Also, the learners will be able to be more comfortable with ambiguity and change.
When they master their emotions, the learners will be able to roll with the changes
at work: they will not panic, they will search and ask for information and listen to
people that can explain the changes and the reasons for these changes;
● Self-control enhances integrity in people, as usually bad decisions are made under
pressure when impulsive behavior and emotions are not controlled;
● The learners will also improve their time management. They will be able to keep
themselves on a daily schedule, as this demonstrates self-control, resisting
pleasures or distractions or trivial activities;
● Finally, the learners will feel in control of their responses to what happens to them
in the workplace. They will be able to reframe the circumstances, from challenges
to opportunities, and reposition their energy to move ahead with their tasks and
goals.
In the following section, we will give three examples of workshops to organize for your
learners to improve their self-control competencies. We will focus on supporting learners
to explore more what control is, discover how to manage fear or other negative emotions,
and learn how to build on failures. You may use many different activities and resources
to assist your learners in developing their self-control or self-management, including the
activities available in the resources we used to create this chapter.

Resources

● Goleman, D. 1998. Working with Emotional Intelligence.
● Goleman, D. 2017. What Makes a Leader? In HBR’s 10 Must Reads on Emotional
Intelligence, pp. 32-94.
● Lynn, A. B. 2008. The EQ Interview: Finding Employees with High Emotional
Intelligence.
● Mersino, A. C. 2007. Emotional intelligence for Project Managers: The People Skills
You Need to Achieve Outstanding Results.
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Workshop Plans
Support your learners to gain mastery of self-control
1. Likes, Dislikes, and Self-Control Workshop Plan
Learning objectives:
● The learners will become aware of their feelings towards colleagues, peers,
supervisors, customers and how these feelings influence their work interactions.
● The learners will be able to identify strategies of self-control over their feelings to
improve their work relationships.
Recommended group size: 10 to 20 learners
Estimated time: 90 min (1.5 hours)
Materials needed: A4/A5 paper sheets, flipchart paper sheets, pens, pencils/markers
Workshop steps:
Steps

Time

Step 1
Introduce to the learners the aim of the session: to learn how their feelings
towards their colleagues, peers, supervisors, customers influence their
interactions and work with others; become aware of this influence and find ways
of improving their work interactions through more self-control.

30 min.

Ask the learners to take several A4/A5 paper sheets and pencils/markers and
draw 7-10 types of characters/people they like or dislike. They should draw the
characters based on the personality traits or types of behaviors or attitudes that
they enjoy or dislike. Ask them to give names to the characters based on the
aspect they like/dislike about them. They should then group the types of people
they like on one flipchart paper and people they do not necessarily like on
another flipchart paper.
Step 2
Provide a short lecture on how we are humans and subjective, no matter their
position at work, and how our feelings towards others influence work
relationships, such as we like or dislike certain personality traits, behaviors,
attitudes, etc. Emphasize how self-control competencies, such as emotional
expression and assertiveness, help us improve our work relationships as long as
we become more aware of our feelings and how these make us biased in specific
interactions.

40 min.

Split the learners into pairs, and invite them to interview each other and discuss for
each group of people they drew (those they like and those they do not like) issues
such as the following:
● How much time do they spend in conversations, work-related or nonwork-related, with the people they like and those they do not like?
● How do their body language and attention change when interacting with
people they like, respectively, with those they dislike?
● How their thoughts/mental state change when they have to approach
people they like, respectively those they like less?
They write down their conclusions and differences they observed on the flip
chart papers, next to the profiles they drew for people they like/dislike.
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The learners reflect in the big group on what they learned through interviews,
becoming more aware of how their personal feelings towards people can change
their work interactions.
Step 3
Ask the participants to go back in their pairs and their drawings and conclusions
and discuss strategies for controlling their feelings towards people and strategies
they could develop to prove more self-control over these feelings. Invite them to
also think about outcomes, results they may obtain from these work interactions
once they demonstrate better self-control over their feelings.

20 min.

When they are done, invite the pairs to share their discussions and the strategies
they discovered together.
Debrief the session by inviting learners to reflect on the lessons learned about how
their feelings influence communication and work relationships and how being
aware of these feelings helps with self-control and improves the work
interactions and results.

This workshop plan was inspired by the activity “Personality Contest” that you may find
in:
● Lynn, A. B. (2000). 50 Activities for Developing Emotional Intelligence.

2. Fight Your Dragons Workshop Plan
Learning objectives:
● The learners will understand the difference between feelings and thoughts and
learn how to plan their interactions base on the outcomes they want to achieve;
● The learners will be able to identify their fears, behaviors, interactions that stunt
their personal and professional goals;
● The learners will design strategies they can use in gaining more self-control over
their fears, behaviors, and interactions with their colleagues, peers, supervisors,
and consumers.
Recommended group size: 10 to 20 learners
Estimated time: 120 min (2 hours)
Materials needed: big sticky notes or A4/A5 color paper sheets, pens, markers
Workshop steps:
Steps
Step 1
Introduce to the learners the aim of the session: to discover their biggest fears or
destructive traits, behaviors and to be able to overcome these with successful
personalized strategies of self-control.

Time
15 min.

Ask the learners to remember interactions with their colleagues/friends when they
could not control their negative emotions or positive emotions, and these resulted
in interactions/communications they were not very proud about or regretted.
Invite 2-3 participants to share the situations they remembered and express what
they felt in those moments and what they regret in those interactions.
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Step 2
Provide a short lecture on self-control and how relevant self-control is, especially
in work-related interactions, with colleagues, supervisors, or customers. Talk
with the participants about the importance of distinguishing between what they
feel and what they think in certain situations, and how they should identify the
feelings and the thoughts, and plan their interactions based on the outcome they
would want. You could use specific examples, such as:
● Thought: “I think my team has no chance to finish the project on time
because we did not estimate correctly the time needed for our tasks.”
● Feeling: “I fear we will disappoint our supervisor that we cannot finish the
project on time. I am anxious to tell our supervisor that we made a mistake
in estimating the time we need.”

40 min.

Then, split learners into pairs and instruct them to interview each other on the
situations they reflected in Step 1, asking questions such as:
● What did you feel at that moment? How did this feeling make you react?
● What did you think at that moment or afterward? How did you express these
thoughts?
● What would you like to change in that interaction or similar interactions?
● What would be the outcome of the interaction/communication that you
would want?
● How could you change the interaction to gain that outcome?
The learners reflect on what they learned through interviews, identifying their
feelings, thoughts, outcomes of interactions, and different strategies to use in
similar situations. Invite 2-3 learners to share with the group their lessons and
reflections.
Step 3
Ask the learners to continue their reflection and identify as many as possible
“dragons” in their personality traits, behaviors, attitudes, interactions with others,
etc., that stunt their professional or personal growth. Ask them to make a list of
these “dragons” they need to fight to achieve what they want at a personal or/and
professional level. Among “dragons”, they might mention things, such as
anxiety/fear, ego, laziness, inertia, bullied submission, ignoring truth/unrealistic
planning, messiness, etc. After they finish their list, ask them to star/select the
most destructive “dragons”.

25 min.

Then, invite learners to stand-up in the center of the room and start the “Dragons
Bazaar”: they should walk around and find persons with similar dragons while
focusing on the most destructive ones. Thus, they should join in teams of 4-5 to
fight together with the same “dragons”.
Step 4
The teams discuss and reflect on their shared “dragon” or “dragons” and identify
the courage and the specific strategies to fight their dragons. Each team prepares a
short role-playing/play of 5-7 minutes, telling a story of their dragon and the fight
they want to take against it. Afterward, the learners perform the roleplaying/the play in front of the whole group.

40 min.

Debrief the session by inviting people to discuss and reflect on the lessons learned:
what their biggest fears/destructive feelings, behaviors, attitudes, interactions
are; how they can control and distress them; what strategies they could use in
getting rid of these and enhance their personal or professional growth.
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This workshop plan was inspired by the activities “I think, I Feel”, “Throwing Rocks”, and
“Spirit Killers” that you may find in:
● Lynn, A. B. (2007). Quick Emotional Intelligence Activities for Busy Managers. 50
Team Exercises That Get Results in Just 15 Minutes.
● Lynn, A. B. (2002). The Emotional Intelligence Activity Book: 50 Activities for
Developing EQ at Work.

3. Building resilience - Under the Rug Workshop Plan
Learning objectives:
● The learners will understand how they overcome difficult moments in life and
what helped them to move forward in achieving their personal or professional
goals;
● The learners will be able to learn from failures and improve their resilience.
Recommended group size: 10 to 20 learners
Estimated time: 90 min (1.5 hours)
Materials needed: big sticky notes or A4/A5 color paper sheets, pens, markers
Workshop steps:
Steps
Step 1
Introduce the session’s aim to the learners: to learn how to build resilience by
discovering how to move on from failure moments to negative situations.

Time
25 min.

Ask the learners to remember harsh situations and moments of failures in their
professional or personal life and draw rugs for each failure they would like to
make it go away. They should write their failures on the back of each rug, drawn
on a sticky note or a paper sheet. In the end, they should have a bigger rug,
including all these small rugs hiding their stories of failure or difficult moments in
life.
Step 2
Give learners new sticky notes and ask them to write learning insights next to
each rug they drew. Ask them to reflect on what they learned from each
experience, what opportunity each experience opened to them, how each
experience helped them, in the end, in their personal or professional life.

25 min.

The learners reflect and answer by writing learning insights next to the rugs hiding
their failures.
Once they finish, ask some of them to present their reflections - the lessons they
learned and, if they are open, the mistakes they have made, and how they
evolved and move forward from these mistakes.
Step 3
Invite the learners to form pairs and to help each other to analyze the learning
insights. The learners should ask and discuss for each learning insight:
1) why they chose that learning, what it meant to them.
2) how that learning is connected to the other insights they found out
from their failure rugs.

30 min.
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The learners will reflect and discuss in pairs, and then they will write down their
learning patterns and the key lessons they received so far in life.
Step 4
Ask some learners to share their results, the “aha” moments they had in the
exercise, with the whole group.

10 min.

Explain to the learners how this reflection can help them rewire their brain so that
next time they face another failure or harsh situation, they can see it as an
opportunity to learn, grow and get curious about it while moving forward
towards their general personal or professional goals.

This workshop plan was inspired by the “Under the Rug" activity from:
IdeoU. (2018). Unlocking Creativity Activities Workbook. Available with subscription at
https://www.ideou.com/products/unlocking-creativity
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Chapter 4.
Empathy & social awareness
Much like the other dimensions, empathy plays a vital part in the way workers
experience and respond to different situations which might arise within the working
environment. Empathy is a highly valued factor in the workplace as it enables the
employees to overcome any inconvenience related to their workload, but most
importantly to their peers. Why is empathy such a key factor in a positive work
experience? Empathy is the act of ‘‘thoughtfully considering employees’ feelings—along
with other factors—in the process of making intelligent decisions.’’ (Goleman, 1998a, p.
100) It was shown that people with a high level of empathy overcome difficult work
situations easier and have a better chance of reacting with compassion towards their
colleagues. Empathetic individuals show a better performance and a boosted motivation
on work-related tasks, as well as an enhanced ability to overcome stress and anxiety.
This chapter helps VET advisers learn more about the importance of empathy as well as
different techniques of teaching empathy to your learners. First, explanations will be
provided regarding the purpose of empathy in the work environment. Moreover, three
workshop plans were designed to help increase the learners´ understanding on empathy
and train them on how to put it into practice.

What you should know about empathy
Yukl (1998, p. 99) talks about empathy as a key element in a leader's behavior in the
context of managing relations with his employees. Empathic individuals may display
leader abilities which are delivered in the form of consideration, friendliness, support to
the employees, and visible distress in the case of unfortunate events. (Stogdill, 1965).
In order to better understand your learners, there are some important competencies
introduced by Adele B. Lynn (2008) you should be familiar with so that you can help them
achieve a higher level of empathy. There are three core competencies which are vital in
understanding empathy:
1. Respectful listening, which is the ability to give careful and respectful attention to
others;
2. Feeling the impact on others, which is the ability to assess and determine how
situations as well as our words and actions affect others; and
3. Service orientation, which is the desire to help others.
It is important for all the advisors to be familiar with these three concepts, as they are
vital components of a good show of empathy. The advisors should be able to explain and
describe these three competencies to their learners and give examples on good practices
related to those.
1. Respectful listening - in order to understand one's feelings you must listen to them.
Being a good listener is important when dealing with difficult situations in the
work environment. Good leaders let their employees know they are being heard
and they show understanding and compassion when their workers need it. When
we are good listeners, people feel respected and a bond of mutual trust is easily
created. It is essential to listen beyond your own personal experience and opinions
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to understand the other person with a respectful dialogue. Some specific respectful
listening skills are:
- Listen to the meaning of the words and the body language;
- Be an active listener. This refers to paying attention to others, holding
judgment, being an active participant in the conversation.
2. Feeling the impact on others - Being aware that the way of caring for and treating
people can affect people's emotions, learning useful skills to handle different
emotionally charged situations. It is not only important to listen to people but also
learn how to recognize certain emotions and act accordingly. One has to be aware
of the impact their actions have on others and try to act in a manner which
decreases the chance of a negative reaction.
3. Service Orientation - Ability and desire to anticipate, recognize and meet the needs
of others, sometimes even before they arise. Service orientation refers to the active
search for ways to help your peers. It is important for work colleagues to often
work together towards a common goal: successful completion of tasks. When
working in a dynamic environment, surrounded by others, it is essential to not
only focus on your needs but also on the needs of those you interact with.
How can empathy help your learners and why is it relevant in the work-life?
Empathy is vital among colleagues in the workplace. Through showing and receiving
empathy, a connection is formed between peers which enables an important boost in
performance and motivation in the working environment.
In their paper, Badea, L., & Panӑ, N. A. (2010) use as reference Goleman’s book on
Emotional Intelligence in Leadership to explain that empathy and the ability to manage as
being interrelated; they talk about the concept of ¨interpersonal power¨. This concept
refers to the ability to self-control when it comes to overcoming negative emotions at
work. Moreover, it makes references to a so-called ¨performance contagion¨, meaning that
with the use of empathy between each other and from their superiors, employees
determine each other to perform more efficiently and with more efficacy. The motivation
levels are higher among people who are able to show empathy; therefore, this ability has
an energizing role on the workload.
Exploring and understand the concept of empathy, as well as working towards achieving
enhanced empathic abilities can benefit your learners as following:
● Ability to identify easier the behavior associated with the job and the
responsibility they carry in report to the position they hold. These are defined by
the expectations one has from a particular position, and it is important for them to
be aware of those and act accordingly.
● Being able to identify and classify different types of emotional responses from their
work peers, and knowing how to act accordingly in a positive, solution-oriented
way.
● Teaching them how to nurture trust and thoughtful connections with their
colleagues in order to facilitate a good environment based on teamwork and
mutual understanding. This is shown to have an important part in the motivation
and job performance outcomes of employees.
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Resources
•
•
•
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•

Badea, L., & Panӑ, N. A. (2010). The Role of Empathy in Developing the Leader's
Emotional Intelligence. Theoretical & Applied Economics, 17(2).
Lynn, A. (2008). The EQ interview: Finding employees with high emotional intelligence.
Amacom.
Center for Creative Leadership. (2020). The Importance of Empathy in the
Workplace. Retrieved November 18, 2020, from
https://www.ccl.org/articles/leading-effectively-articles/empathy-in-theworkplace-a-tool-for-effective-leadership/
Goleman, Daniel. Working with Emotional Intelligence, New York: Bantam Books,
1998, p. 100.
Goleman, D., Boyatzis, R., McKee, A. (2005). Inteligenţa emoţională în leadership,
Editura Curtea Veche, Bucureşti.
Yukl, Gary A. Leadership in Organizations, 4th ed., Englewood Cliffs, N.J. : Prentice
Hall, 1998, p. 99.
Stogdill, R. M., & Day, D. R. (1965). Managers, employees, organizations.

Workshop Plans
Support your learners to gain more empathy
There are numerous activities to work in class and be able to work on empathy, it is clear
that depending on the educational stage some resources or others will be used and the type
of activity will be adapted. We are going to highlight three activities among the many that
can be done.

1. Listening and Relationship Workshop Plan
Learning objectives:
● Learners will establish positive communication that fosters understanding.
● The learners will be able to answer the questions: What does he/she say? What does
he/she think? What does he/she feel?
Recommended group size: 2 to 40 learners
Estimated time: 90 min (1 hour and a half)
Materials needed: Flipchart paper sheets, markers
Workshop steps:
Steps
Step 1
Introduce the terms of active and respectful listening.
Start by explaining that sometimes when we are having a conversation, we tend
to focus on more things at the same time; people, questions, topics; we move
around our focus. As such, when we are listening to others, we do that in a
discussion-oriented manner. We often think about what our response will be,
what we will say next, rather than listen with full attention.

Time
10 min.

One successful way to explore an issue or a question is by using active listening,
focusing on one individual at a time. For this exercise, this is what the learners
will do.
A good warm-up exercise to the workshop is making a list, together with the
learners on what respectful and active listening means for them. Let the learners
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brainstorm and write on the flip chart the things that they come up with.
Everyone should write down at least one thing which comes to their mind when
they think about active listening.
Step 2
You will involve the learners in a role play activity. There are 3 distinct roles, and
each of them will play one of them:

10 min.

The subject: The subject’s role is to explore the question or problem from his/her
personal perspective. The person in this role should pay attention to a number of
details: To allow and be comfortable with the focus being on them and let their
reflection flow naturally, being guided by the person in the role of the active
listener.
The active listener: The active listener’s role is to listen with full presence, focus
on the subject, and treat the conversation with respect. Moreover, they have to
listen with their whole body, they need to be curious, observe and analyze,
paraphrase what they hear and pose open questions to the subject.
The observer: Their role is to observe the process without speaking. To make
observations and remarks from an outside perspective, to see and hear things
that the other two roles missed. This person should keep in mind: To stay silent
throughout the conversation between the subject and the listener; to observe and
take notes about what they hear; after the subject finishes, share the
observations with the others.
Step 3
You will have the learners set up the context and problem which will be used for
the role play. The context and problem is what each subject will have to explore
and reflect upon. It could be a common question for everyone, the best option
would be choosing a challenge in the workplace which they have struggled with
at some point. Each subject can set his or her own problem they want to address.

40 min.

Ensure that all participants understand the exercise and what they should
explore and reflect upon.
Finally, you will divide the learners in groups of 3. Each participant should have
each role for a set amount of time.
Give groups around 30 minutes total, 10 minutes in each role (subject, active
listener and observer).
Keep time, and every 10 minutes switch the roles so that everyone gets to
experience each role.
Step 4
Debrief: Once participants have finished, make a debriefing session of the
exercise, using questions aimed at having them reflect on the issues discussed.
Have every group come up with a debriefing question relevant to the exercises
and have everyone answer to all of these questions. Have them compare the
answers.

30 min.

This workshop was inspired by the Active Listening workshop designed by the Hyper
Island team form: H. (n.d.). Active Listening. Retrieved November 12, 2020, from
https://toolbox.hyperisland.com/active-listening
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2. Emotion and Responsibility Workshop Plan
Learning objectives:
● Learners will identify the most frequent emotions that arise in the workplace, how
they are expressed and personal responsibility for the way in which emotions are
managed
Recommended group size: 2 to 40 learners
Estimated time: 60 min (1 hour)
Materials needed: Flipchart, whiteboard, markers, notebooks, pens
Workshop steps:
Steps
Step 1
Ask participants to reflect on different situations when they experienced team
conflicts. These can be from within or outside the classroom, and within or
outside the organization.

Time
10 min.

They should do this individually, identifying as many significant conflicts as
possible, they can think retrospectively as well. They should write their ideas in
their notepads.
(Note: names and identification of the people in the examples should be left out for
confidentiality reasons.)

●
●
●

Step 2
Taking the conflicts that they've written down, the learners should rate them
from 1 to 3.
1 = Conflict I handled well
2 = Conflict I handled so-so
3 = Conflict I handled poorly
Step 3
Introduce and explain the Thomas-Kilmann model for managing conflict to the
learners. You are free to use whichever material to support the explanation.

10 min.

20 min.

Ask them to reflect on their own, then have them share their ideas in pairs or
groups of three on the following questions:
● Which responses were exhibited during the conflicts I identified?
● What behaviors and actions were effective at resolving the conflicts?
● What behaviors and actions were not effective at resolving the conflicts?
See model here: http://www.kilmanndiagnostics.com/overview-thomaskilmann-conflict-mode-instrument-tki
Step 4
After the reflections in the small groups, ask each person to come up with 2-3
guidelines for effective conflict handling that they think should be followed from
now on.
Ask everyone to share their guidelines and eventually agree on a set that
everyone is happy with and would be willing to follow.
Write the guidelines up and share them with everyone, in a physical or digital
format.

20 min.

This workshop was inspired by the Conflict Responses workshop created by the Hyper
Island team from: H. (n.d.). Conflict responses. Retrieved November 12, 2020, from
https://toolbox.hyperisland.com/active-listening as well as the Thomas Kilmann Conflict
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Mode instrument from: Thomas, K. W., & Kilmann, R. H. (2001). Thomas-Kilmann Conflict
Mode Instrument Profile and Interpretive Report (pp. 2-11, Rep.). doi:
https://kilmanndiagnostics.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/TKI_Sample_Report.pdf

3. Cognitive Immersion Workshop Plan
Learning objective:
● Learners will understand the existing reality by putting ourselves in the place of a
typical user.
Recommended group size: 2 to 40 learners
Estimated time: 60 to 120 minutes (1 to 2 hours)
Materials needed: flips chart, pens
Workshop steps:
Steps
Step 1
Introduce the learners to the objective and the topic of the workshop. Discuss the
theme of the role play, which can be created by each workshop facilitator;
however, it is advisable for the theme to be related to the working environment.
The theme can be related to customer service and satisfaction for example. Talk
about the roles that will be played. For example, if the training deals with
customer interaction, initiate a talk about customers. Share some of your stories
and have them share some of their stories about difficult customers and
situations. On the other hand, talk about ideal customers, a positive experience.
This warmup conversation gets participants thinking about the topic of the role
play and helps in using their imagination in coming up with ideas for their role
play.

Time
10 min.

You may also need to review relevant terminology. This is all in preparation of
the exercise.
Step 2
There are three ways to structure role plays among groups
1. Divide the learners into pairs (or however many people are necessary for
the role play) and have them all act out the role play simultaneously
among themselves. The facilitator can walk around the pairs to ensure the
role plays are running as they should and ask questions. Afterwards,
learners should share their experiences and, especially, any unexpected
findings or insights. This structure is the best option if the main purpose
of the exercise is to practice a newly learned technique.
2. Select two people, or invite volunteers, to act out their role play in front of
the other learners. Afterwards, all are invited to share their thoughts and
reflect together on the situation and outcome of the exercise. Often,
people watching the role play will see things and have inputs on the
situation that the role players do not have. This structure should be used
if the learners will act a number of shorter role plays for different
scenarios.
3. Divide the group into two teams. Each team meets to discuss their role
and any private information and decide on their strategy. Then one or
more members of each team perform the role play. At any time during the
role play, the people acting can turn to their teams for advice. Afterwards,
the results are discussed. This approach should be used mainly when the
role play involves a more complex situation.

10 min.
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Step 3
A role play is basically the recreation of a story or situation and so it needs a goal
in order to go somewhere and a conflict to make it interesting. The goal may be a
common one − for example the successful closing of a work negotiation or the
accomplishment of a work-related task − or it may be individual; each side may
come up with a goal that is in disagreement with the other's. In this case, the true
shared goal needs to lead to a compromise which could result in a completely
different goal than expected.

10 min.

Step 4
Describe the scenario that will be role played to the learners. Encourage them to
ask questions and be involved and if they do not, ask them questions to ensure
they understand the purpose of the exercise as well as the situation portrayed in
the role play.

30 min.

Only after all of the above preparation, the learners can start acting their role
plays.
Step 5
Once the role plays have been performed, discuss them. This is often more
important than the role they play in themselves as it promotes sharing of ideas
and opinions on the matter and it allows the trainer to see who understood the
exercise and if the goal was reached. This is where everyone learns.

20 min.
(more if role
plays will
be done
again)

After the debriefing discussion, you can have a follow up role play, similar to the
one before, but changing the situation enough to make it challenging for the
learners. Repeat if you consider it necessary. End the exercise with a final
discussion of what was learned and how it can be applied in real life situations.

This workshop was inspired by the Role Play workshop, retrieved from: Priestley, D.
(2017, June 12). Running a Training Roleplay: How to run a Role-Play Tips. Retrieved
November 12, 2020, from https://ventureteambuilding.co.uk/role-play-training/ as well
as from: Baumgartner, J. (n.d.). The Power of Role Play Play in Creative Training.
Retrieved November 12, 2020, from
https://www.creativejeffrey.com/creative/role_play_2.php
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Chapter 5.
Social skills and abilities
“Social expertness” or “social skills” are crucial in our daily life and in organizational
contexts. Being able to interact with others is another important aspect of emotional
intelligence. EI goes beyond simple understanding, people must also be able to use this EI
in daily interactions and communications. Being "emotionally intelligent" means being
aware of own emotions as well as “making sense and constructively using” its, both
pleasant and unpleasant. What allows people to be "emotionally intelligent" is not always
being happy for life, but accepting all the emotions within us, and knowing how to use
them to better live our life. As Goleman argues, be successful requires effective
awareness, control and management of own's and those of other people emotions.
Moreover, Adele B. Lynn, indicates five useful skills to be developed for EI, including
social skills.
This set of skills is configured as the ability to build authentic relationships and bonds
with others based on an assumption of equal communication. Social experience also
allows people to choose "appropriate" actions basing on own feelings and by establishing
empathic relationships with others; for instance, resolving conflicts without
compromising own core beliefs and values is one of the most important components of
social experience. In the workplace, knowing how to build quality relationships with
colleagues is important both, for working in team and for positively influence and inspire
others (leadership). “Emotionally intelligent” people have got natural safety; they are able
to better guide people and know how to make others feel comfortable by taking interest
and giving them complete attention in "connecting emotionally". In difficult situations
they do not panic and remain focused on solutions; they always have a positive overall
picture which helps them reacting resiliently with good emotional regulation of their
behaviors and attitudes.
In this chapter, we will analyze important social skills can be improved as well as which
training tool our Vocational Advisor can use to raise our EQ in EI and which include:
Building relationships, Collaboration, Conflict Resolution and Conflict Management and
Organizational savvy.

What you should know about social skills and abilities
Emotions contribute to successful learning, to the internalization of knowledge and
meanings, to the improvement of adult learners’ personal experience; people will learn,
transfer and apply the results of what they have learned to their professional
environment by involving their own emotional resources. For a long time, the primary
trend in the European education system has been to favor rigid, rigorous and
uncompromising procedures, ignoring the complexity of human beings and their
peculiarities. Today, thanks to several studies, it was shown how important is the
emotional and affective aspect in communication, social interaction and learning; it has
been understood that a person in his totality is both rationality and emotionality.
Starting from the Soviet psychologist Vygotskij (1896-1934) to the psychologist-pedagogist
Jean Piaget (1896-1980), it is highlighted how emotion affects the learning process;
emotions act as a guide in making decisions as well as in the formulation of ideas. It is
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important for the harmonious development of the personality, given the close parallelism
that exists in human thought between the affective and intellectual planes. The
American psychologist Howard Gardner (1943) gave importance to the learners’ emotions:
students who approach knowledge with enthusiasm and stimulated in their curiosity will
learn more successfully; on the contrary, experiences without emotional appeals will be
poorly engaging and will soon fall into oblivion, leaving no mental representation behind
them. Moreover, the American psychologist Daniel Goleman (1946) takes up the concept
of emotional intelligence, demonstrating the value it has for all individuals, both small
and large, in the relational, learning and working environment. Goleman argues that
emotional intelligence affects daily life practices and is also responsible for a person's
successes or failures.
The enhancement of emotional intelligence therefore becomes fundamental for
psychological well-being which is meant as the person's ability to find a balance between
positive and negative emotional states. In this way, the "emotional teachings" learned in
childhood and adolescence can shape our emotional responses: it is therefore necessary to
intervene from the earliest years of school; if properly enhanced by teaching, the
emotions can be transformed into a resource as the students "feel" and participate in the
same time in which think and elaborate. The teacher / trainer, by incorporating emotions
in the planning of a didactic interventions, can make them a formidable lever for
teaching.
Also, with regard to job placement, emotions are an important component for work
conduct and business success. Research shows how positive experiences in the workplace
increase not only the well-being of workers and the company but also motivation,
involvement, concentration, creativity, empowerment and productivity. On the contrary,
a negative climate based solely on rationalization where emotions cannot find space,
reduce well-being by lowering productivity and the sense of belonging to the company.
Finally, also in job searching, knowing how to manage emotions means being able to
prevent apprehensions and fears from completely managing one's mind. A labor market
counselor who deals with job placement must know how to manage these emotions and
help the job searches to do the same.
BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS: SOCIALIZATION AND MOTIVATION FOR GROUP
WORK
Taking emotions into consideration within the working context means investing in the
socialization process and in the creation of positive group relationships.
Socialization is a process through which a person learns and acquires values, attitudes,
opinions, accepting the behaviors linked to a culture, a company, an organization or a
group. The socialization experiences shape the way we adapt to the surrounding world;
the result of it flows into our personality: the uniqueness of the set of values, attitudes and
behaviors in our lives, modeled around our genetic character. Socialization is closely
related to learning: this occurs when there is a permanent change in behavior that is
attributable to the individual's experience. Learning can also take place by observing
others or by modeling one's own behavior in consideration of the one of other people:
social learning. Social learning occurs quite spontaneously at work and is very important
in the phases of work placement and training. One of the first phases involves
observation and reflection up to the person's real commitment to assume new behaviors
patterns (modeling). The study of personality, also given by the socialization process, is
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useful for interpreting and managing organizational situations: it represents a key
element in understanding work and career adaptation, problem solving, decision making,
as well as leadership; moreover, it is fundamental in individual and group motivational
dynamics and in conflicts management.
Moreover, the motivation is the set of reasons that push people to act; these reasons are
related to different goals, interests and needs and more, are driven by cognitive and
emotional processes. According to the managerial connotation, motivation is seen as an
activity aimed at stimulating behavior in individuals that can produce results; in this
sense, the manager's role consists in motivating his collaborators in working to the best of
their ability. Motivating and valuing one's collaborators implies understanding their
needs considering that employees are often in different phases of their professional and
psychological development cycle and therefore tend to satisfy different types of needs; in
this way, understanding the needs of individuals and groups makes it possible to act on
motivational levers more effectively by responding with appropriate tools in satisfying
these needs.
COLLABORATION: WORKING GROUPS AND TEAM WORKING TOOLS
A group is a set of two or more individuals who interact and depend on each other for the
achievement of a common goal; the group exists when these individuals define
themselves as members and when its existence is recognized by at least one other
individual. The team is a particular form of group that has defined tasks and activities,
specific roles and high commitment on the part of its members. Having common goals
that require cooperation is a very strong motivational stimulus for the formation and
maintenance of a team; the choice of the criterion for dividing work by functions
(commercial, administrative, marketing, management, planning, etc.) strengthens
cognitive orientations, attitudes and opinions in people working in individual functions,
facilitating teamwork, cooperation and collaborations. Be part of a team also meets the
needs of belonging and esteem, since the positive reinforcements deriving from other
members can make a person feel accepted, competent and proud to belong to that group.
The effectiveness of a team depends both on proper organizational planning (functions
and roles) and on an adequate development of social functions and roles: not satisfied
members have lower results and may also leave the group or psychologically isolate
themselves, affecting team cohesion and collaboration; on the contrary, demonstrations
of support, understanding and approval from the team can greatly contribute in bringing
people together for the benefit of the whole group collaboration.
WHAT ABOUT CONFLICTS?
Conflict Resolution and Conflict Management as ability to successfully manage conflicts
by reading and understanding yours as well as the emotions of others.
According to Gordon – conflicts is a contrast between two or more individuals that
happen:
• When the behaviors of one interfere with the needs of the other
• When there is a discrepancy of values
It will be possible to find conflicts both, in the workplace as well as in everyday life.
According to Gordon view, the problem is not the existence of conflict, but the presence of
unresolved conflicts and the techniques chosen for resolution.
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Types of conflicts
Conflicts are not all of the same type as well as cannot be managed as similar.
Similarly, some conflicts occur when people disagree on how to do the right thing. The
causes that trigger a conflict can be:
• Misunderstandings
• Competitions for access to specific resources
• Affirmation of authority
• Lack of cooperation
• Differences in methods or style
• Differing values or goals.
A conflict in itself is neither good nor bad but, depending on the dynamics prevailing in
an interaction, it can be possible to distinguish:
• Constructive conflict
• Destructive conflict
In constructive conflict, the communication goals between persons is to find meeting
points. People are willing to listen to the views of others and are ready to trigger a process
of collaboration. Differences of opinion are processed and experienced in a positive way,
in a climate of mild confrontation based on mutual respect.
On the other hand, in destructive conflict people tend to impose their ideas rather than
expose them. The climate is competitive and there is no willingness to listen. The
collaborative process is completely absent, and the goal is to prove to be right, without
considering the achievement of common and shared goals.
Conflict and emotions
Conflicts trigger strong emotions, but also feelings of disappointment and malaise. When
a conflict or argument is handled incorrectly, it can lead to resentment and irreparable
breakdowns. However, when managed right, understanding and trust increase, and
bonds are strengthened. To tackle the right way a conflict, it is essential to recognize their
own feelings and emotions in order to also understand their needs. If a person does not
know his feelings and what is happening, it is very difficult to communicate with her and
resolve the conflict. The ability to successfully resolve a conflict depends on how
controlling stress and emotions, how taking care of others and how being aware and
respectful of differences.
• Stress-Control: if you are quickly able to keep stress under control, without ceasing
to be attentive and calm, you will be able to accurately interpret the verbal and
non-verbal communication of your interlocutor.
• Emotions and behavior Control: if you are able to maintain control of your
emotions, you can communicate your needs without threatening or frightening
(physically or verbally) the other people.
• To pay attention: the way you can discover the people feelings
• Be aware of the differences and respect them: if you avoid disrespectful words and
actions, you will be able to solve the problem faster.
Furthermore, in order to better manage the conflicts that arise our daily life, two other
important issues must be kept in mind. Let's see in detail what it is ...
• Empathy. We often hear this term used, but are we sure we know its meaning?
“Empatheia” in Greek it means “feel inside yourself” but also "to perceive the
subjective experience of the other". In conflict management both of these aspects
are very important as the attention we pay to ourselves, it calms and allows us to
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easily and better welcome the other people; but at the same time if we want to
learn how to manage conflicts we are face, we must don’t forget other point of
views, so it is important to put ourselves in listening conditions, to accept different
point of view, emotions and needs.
Assertiveness. But what does “assertive” really mean? In short, it means affirming
yourself without overpowering the other people. If we imagine a line where one
extreme is given by passivity and the other by aggression, assertiveness is placed
exactly in the middle. This involves knowing how to express, stating their needs
and their emotions without judgment, blame or aggression. Yes, because if we
really want to understand ourselves, it is essential to learn to support firstly our
point of view among the others, rather than throwing accusations at them. This
also includes the ability to say “No!” and set limits, always by respecting the other
people.

What do we need to manage conflicts?
Conflict management skills have the final goal of making everyone feel listened and
respected, while negotiating a mutually beneficial solution that everyone can accept. Not
necessarily implies please everyone or removal of any disagreement as conflict may be
necessary and good, and the goal of conflict management is to ensure that any
disagreement remains productive and professional.
The soft skills that everyone should have to facilitate the resolution of conflicts are:
• Relational skills: essential for regulating relationships between people or groups of
people. Being able to listen and understand requests and inconvenience is the best
start to resolve a conflict;
• Communication skills: often in order to avoid a conflict it is enough to have clear
verbal and written communication;
• Problem-solving: among the most common causes of a conflict there is certainly
the tension caused by not being able to find immediate solutions to a problem.
Problem-solving attitude is certainly a valuable resource.
On the other hand, good conflict management involves aspects like:
• Listening: a good manager must know how to listen to all the parties involved in
the conflict, giving everyone the opportunity to tell their version;
• Team meeting: destructive conflict is always to be avoided. If there are tensions
within a working team it is good to talk together, to look for possible win-win
solutions;
• Impartiality: a good manager tries to mediate among the opposite parts and take
the right time to reflect, before making any decision. We must never give in to
prejudice, but rely only on objective interests, separating people from problem.
ORGANISATIONAL SAVVY - WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO WORK BETTER WITH
OTHERS?
It means being able to overcome this type of problem and produce better results precisely
through collaboration, despite the difficulties, the diversity of situations that we may
encounter.
At stake are our relational skills, which are important skills, but also insidious, because
they test our relationship with emotions.
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Relationship problems produce strong emotions: anger, frustration, anxiety, just to name
the first three. The important thing is, therefore, how to be able to live these emotions
without damaging us excessively and, above all, altering our vision of reality and our
ability to act constructively. It is a complex question! In fact, the work with our emotions
will accompany us throughout our life, but the first step is precisely to recognize the
emotions we feel, to accept and don’t judge them, and more, to give them a space in our
life without hiding.
What skills need to be developed to better work with others?
• RESILIENCE
In psychological field, resilience can be defined as the individual's ability to adapt
positively to a negative and traumatic condition. According to many experts,
resilience is a capacity belonging to human nature which is not always activated
and, even when activated, it does not always lead to positive results. In fact, an
individual's resilience is influenced by individual, social and relational factors. This
diversity can explain, for example, why in traumatic and highly stressful
conditions some individuals manage to get out of it without reporting negative
long-term effects, while other individuals "succumb" by arriving, in some cases, to
develop real psychopathologies.
• ORGANISATION OF TIME AND WORK – ORGANISATIONAL SAVVY
A satisfactory organization of time implies the overcoming of constraints and
conditionings; first, however, it is necessary to recognize them as such. Developing
“autonomy and self-discipline” in order to establish a work program and be able to
respect it, despite frequent interruptions or unexpected events, can be complex
especially in a period in which people are hyper-connected and always online.
Therefore, it is necessary to acquire the aforementioned skills.
Specifically, the organization of its own activities is divided into several actions:
• Set priorities
• Plan the agenda, planning activities
• Learn to manage interruptions
• Learn to manage risks
• Learn the art of delegation and collaboration
• Learn to say NO (the most valuable way to save time!)
To do this we must first understand the concept of priority, time is a limited resource
while things to do seem unlimited. It is necessary to choose the things to do first, to do
personally and then, those to delegate. We must prioritize important activities taking into
account deadlines: but how do we determine the importance of an activity? The activities
inherit their importance from the objectives to which they refer (there is no unit of
measurement) or from the resulting consequences. Their importance can therefore vary
over time, due to how our goals change: we have many things to do, we have goals, and
we should organize things to do in relation to the goals. It sounds easy but we tend to do
many things employing our time our time with the feeling of being efficient; in reality we
do many activities far from the settled goals, we were efficient but not very effective
finally. Stress arises here! Feeling under pressure without a clear direction and a method
to help us simplify things by focusing on what really matters to satisfy your needs and
values. Well organized people, with good management of their priorities, manage to be
both efficient and effective, Other useful measures are to minimize interruptions, manage
unexpected events: paradoxically, the only real remedy for dealing with unexpected
events is to plan them, carving out a reserve of time to absorb them without drowning! It
can be half an hour every morning and every afternoon for instance! Finally, in order to
don’t go in trouble and consequent stress, we must get used to delegating and asking for
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help, both in professional and private life, recognizing our limitations and accepting them.
Recall that we always have a choice: say NO to a request we cannot meet. Basic is how to
do it, we always say "no" to something, never to someone!

Resources
•
•

Massimo Pilati, Henry L. Tosi, Management 4 vol., ed. Università Bocconi, Il sole 24
ore e La Repubblica (pag.115-166).
Lavorare con intelligenza emotiva. Come inventare un nuovo rapporto con il
lavoro (Italiano) di Daniel Goleman (Author), I. Blum (Translator).

Workshop Plans
Support your learners to gain social skills and abilities
1. Techniques to facilitate the group atmosphere
Examples of using these exercises will be resumed in the following paragraphs as an
introduction to the various topics of the proposed workshops.

Socialization
Learning objectives:
In this section, some socialization exercises will be presented to be used at the beginning
of training sessions or group meetings to facilitate a collaborative atmosphere between
participants. Socialization exercises are particularly important for defining the outcome
of group work and can be used both to facilitate knowledge between people and to
encourage participation in the activities proposed after the “icebreaker” activities.
Socialization facilitates the exchange of information allowing for a greater discussion
between people, helping to create a sense of belonging and greater fluidity in
communication flows to the advantage of the objectives that the group intends to pursue.
Recommended group size: 4 to 12 learners
Estimated time: 15 to 20 min. each exercise
Materials: see each exercise
Workshops steps:
Activity

Time*

Toilet paper
The facilitator presents (with a bit of emphasis) a roll of toilet paper to
the group, leaving space for everyone to comment and laugh. He
invites each participant to choose how many sheets of toilet paper they
want and he walks around the group so that everyone can take their
own sheets. When a member of the group chooses his own numbers of
sheets, count them out loud, and delivers them to the facilitator. At the
end of the round, when each participant has their own tears of toilet
paper, the facilitator reveals what they are for: everyone has to tell
something about himself for each of the pieces he has.
To speed up the time, it would be possible to leave some time to
participants, in order to write keywords that represent each person,
before sharing them to the group. If the group already knows each
other, it can consider a rule according to which the things about

15 min.

Materials
1 roll of
toilet
paper
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themselves that have to be told must be things that none of those
present already knew.
Business cards
For this exercise it needs for some paper or cardboard notes similar to a
business card. On one side of the paper/card there will be a question
that can help to get to know a person on a certain topic. A paper/card is
required for each member of the group you play/work with. To explore
concepts around work and professions, for example, it can be used the
following questions:
• What job did you want to do when you were child?
• The person who inspired you mostly is ...
• My family's greatest teaching on the job is ....
• The experience made me realize what I really want to do is ….
• The perfect day should be …
• My biggest hit is...
Set of questions that lead you to tell something about yourself always
oriented to a positive and desiring dimension. At the start of the
exercise, the facilitator passes among the participants and asks them to
take a paper/card, read the question and think briefly about an answer.
Participants are then invited to stand up and join another member of
the group to introduce themselves, thus forming a number of couples in
relation to the number of those present. In the presentation, everyone
will have to answer the question filled on their card. At the end of the
presentation of both members of the couple, the paper/card is
exchanged in order to permit the participants to go and meet another
person with a new question.
To facilitate exchanges and regulate times, the conductor can start each
presentation session and call the exchange to form new pairs.
It is not necessary that everyone knows each group member but, in this
case, it is advisable to make at least one round of each participant
names at the end, so that everyone introduces themselves to the whole
group.

20 min.

Why is this your name?
In a classic round of group presentations, it is possible to enrich what
each one reports by asking them to tell what they know about their
name origin and why it was chosen for them. Therefore, curious stories
emerge which are difficult to tell each other and that increase empathy
among the group members.

15 min.

Fragments of stories
For this exercise, it needs to have story-telling dices, such as the Rory's
Story Cubes, which have different images for each face.
Facilitators will start the round by asking to each participant to take
one or more dices, depending on the number of people and the time
available, and to throw the dice (s) taken.
The participant will have to use each dice image resulting from the
launch to describe himself and tell something about himself.
Images can be used both in a real and a metaphorical sense: i.e. if the
image happened is a turtle, participant can tell about own real pet or
can tell about own slowness.
It is particularly important that everyone chooses the meaning to
attribute to what emerged from the dices.

15 min.

Paper
Notes or
cardboard

Story
cubes
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After the first presentation, the dices are reassembled and the next
participant is invited to take, throw and introduce himself, up to the
last member.
An object: A story
A variation of the previous exercise, if there aren’t the story-telling
cubes available, is to use a personal object of the participants to enrich
your presentation. It can be asked everyone to use an object from
among those they have with them or pre-warn participants to bring an
object with them to the meeting.

15 min.

Recognize each other with closed eyes
The exercise also involves a bodily dimension that is often overlooked
in favor of the verbal – narrative one’s. Participants are invited to form
two concentric circles with the same number of people. People in the
two circles must be positioned in a way to be in pairs facing each other.
Participants are then asked to close their eyes and move slowly: the
inner circle to the right and the outer circle to the left in order to create
new pairs/couples, in a way that participants won't be able to see the
new combinations. Once the position is reached, the facilitator
stimulates the participants to relax. Each instruction must be given
very slowly to facilitate the atmosphere of tranquility and overcome
the initial embarrassment. It may be useful to use the image of water
flowing and bring attention back to the general sense of relaxation.
Once this sense of tranquility has been induced, participants are
invited to stretch their hands towards the person in front, to explore
their characteristics: big hands, small hands, presence of rings, rough
skin, smooth skin, ... slowly guiding this discovery. Then the inner
circle’s participant is invited to make his partner perceive a positive
feeling through the contact of his hands1. After a few moments, the
parts are reversed, and the outer circle’s partner does the same exercise.
It can be also possible to feel a negative feeling, always slowly
accompanying people to focus on a particular moment and then to
transmit the sensation through the hands. Finally, the couple is asked
to agree, always with their eyes closed and without speaking, a
sign/gesture of recognition with which they can find each other’s.
Before participants opening their eyes, the two circles are moved in
order to keep the couples’ secrets and finally, with their eyes open,
participants must search for their partners through the agreed
gestures/signs and then, they will exchange feedback on the
experience.

20 min.

* Time consuming normally depend on how many people composing the group and is reported on
the basis of a group type of 8-10 people.

Motivation to teamwork
Learning objectives:
In this section, two exercises are proposed. The goal is to increase motivation for team
building, which can also be used as an introduction to activities and group meetings with
people who already know each other and for whom a knowledge activity is not necessary
1

This session does not represent a complete module of activities but proposes several different socialization exercises to
be used in different situations. Trainers can therefore completely eliminate this type of exercise (Due to Covid-19
pandemic) or add a specific one highlighting that it involves physical contact, leaving the trainer the possibility to evaluate
whether or not it is appropriate to propose it
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to facilitate the group dynamics. The activities bring to light the need to collaborate for
the achievement of a shared goal and are based on the principle of cooperative games,
which emphasize the importance of non-competitive group action based on the action of
each individual member for the benefit of others, in pursuit of a common purpose.
Recommended group size: 4 to 10 learners
Estimated time: 15 min. each exercise
Materials: see each exercise
Workshops steps:
Activity

Time*

Materials

Complete the story
Using the story-telling cubes or alternatively a series of images available
among participants, the facilitator asks each member to start telling a
story seeing an image (by taking or by throwing the dice). In the narrated
story will appear, in real or figurative form, the element present on the
cube or caught in the image. At a certain point, the first narrator
suddenly stops and the second will continue the narration. The group's
goal is to create a meaningful story in which everyone will contribute
with their own element keeping faith with the main story and
maintaining the classic narrative scheme: introduction, presentation of
the figures, development, conclusion. The exercise requires a great ability
to listen and to harmonize owns individual task within the group one. At
the end of the exercise, it can be discussed, with the participants, on what
makes the activity easier or difficult and what can be useful to perform
the exercise in the best possible way. It can also be repeated in several
different work sessions, notifying to the group, on progress performed
from one test to another.

15 min.

Story
cubes

Sheet and Balloon
The facilitator asks the participants to stand in a circle and gives them a
sheet (can be also a bed sheet) that everyone must hold tight with one
hand. The second hand must be kept aside and not used during the game.
The facilitator then, takes out an inflated balloon and sets out the group's
goal: by moving only the sheet with one hand for each participant, the
group must bounce the balloon on the room ceiling. If the ceiling is low, it
can ask to perform two or more dribbles based on the skill of the group.
To be successful in the game, coordination and good communication
between group members is required. At the end of the game, can be
discussed with the group, each participant experience also in relation to
the attitudes that each member must have to facilitate the work of the
group.

15 min.

1 sheet
1 balloon

* Time consuming normally depend on how many people composing the group and is
reported on the basis of a group type of 8-10 people.

2. Team working tools
Interpersonal communication

Learning objectives:
A 4-hour work session is proposed to improve communication within a group, with the
aim of increasing positive communication exchanges and paying attention to the ways in
which it addresses the other.
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Recommended group size: around 5-12 learners
Estimated time: 240 min. (4 hours)
Materials: Text / Article; Sheets and pens for each participant; Sheet with a geometric
composition; Could be necessary projecting the axioms or fix on a poster points emerging
from group
Workshop steps:
Steps

Time*

Step 1
Welcome and Socialization: 2 False and 1 True
To start the meeting, a nice ice-breaking exercise can be proposed, which could be
useful both as a socialization and as an introduction to the session’s topics. Each
participant is invited to think of 3 small anecdotes to tell about himself, of which
only one is true and the other two are false. It can take 5 minutes for each
participant to process their thoughts. Participants must be encouraged to choose all
likely or equally bizarre things as the final goal will be to mislead the comrades
from guessing the true anecdote. After personal reflection, the first volunteer will
start exposing his 3 anecdotes and at the end, each member of the group will have
to vote which of the 3 stories is the true one. The narrator will then be asked to
confirm what the true story was. This will continue with each participant until
everyone has exposed their stories and a winner can be decreed that is the one who
will have guessed the greatest number of true stories and / or who will have better
protected their stories by creating conflicting votes. At the end of the exercise, the
topic of communication will be introduced from facilitator by asking participants to
report which elements in the participants communication helped them to
understand the true stories or which elements confused them.

30 min.

Step 2
Interpersonal Communication
After reflections on the exercise, it is appropriate to introduce concepts on
communication starting, for instance, from the 5 axioms of communication
provided by Watzlawick2 which identify key characteristics of every
communicative exchange. Firstly, in presenting the axioms, it is important to
connect practical examples of situations in which what is expressed by the axiom
occurs in everyday life, by firstly presenting examples proposed by the facilitator,
then inviting participants to present their own examples. Secondly, it is very
important to explain what each axiom can teach in order to improve own
communication. For instance, second axiom says that "every communication has 1
content and 1 relationship aspect". The axiom tells us that the way they in which
we convey a message, voice tone and posture can affect how we build relationships
with others. If I want to tell one thing to my group of friends and I stand in front of
them, in a peer context, I will probably seem more authoritative!

40 min.

Step 3
Communicative exchanges: The Pruning
An exercise to check what happens when information is exchanged, especially
within a group, is the famous "wireless telephone". In this version it is necessary to
have a text, even an article, one and a half page long, which deals with a technical

40 min.

2

IT Version: Watzlawick, P., Beavin, J.H., Jackson, D.D. (1967). Pragmatica della comunicazione umana. Roma: Astrolabio,
1971, pp 40- 107.
EN version: Watzlawick, P., Beavin, J.H., Jackson, D.D. (1967) Pragmatics of human communication: a study of
interactional patterns, pathologies, and paradoxes. New York : Norton.
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topic. The text must be comprehensible in principle but need to have elements that
only technical experts can understand well. For instance, an article on pruning
climbing plants taken from a gardeners’ magazine! The facilitator chooses two
participants and invites all the others to leave the room without giving
explanations. Facilitator then entrust each of the volunteers with a task: one
volunteer will have the article available for 5 minutes and will have to memorize it,
without being able to take notes; the other will have the task of observing the
exercise dynamics. Facilitator will then ask only one of the participants to
access the room. At the room entrance, the facilitator will invite the volunteer
who has studied the article to communicate the message, only once, to the new
participant comer, who will have to memorize it and then to transfer it to the
participant who will be called into the room after. This will be done until the last
participant. At the end of the exercise, it can be possible to give feedback on this
experience with the group, assisted by the observer participant, who will report
their impressions on the transitions between one participant and another. It is then
possible to reflect on what can makes, the passing of information within the group,
more effective in order to ensure the contents clearly and transferable without
distortions, additions or important omissions.
Pause

15 min.

Step 4
The Feedback
Within the communication, each of the actors of the exchange information has its
own role and therefore its own tasks. First part of the exercise shows the
importance of information transmission strategies analyzed toward a “passive”
participant (which get the information). Now it is necessary to investigate the
decisive role of an active participant (who will give the information). The “feedback”
concept highlights how the set of strategies that each of the participants in a
dialogue puts in place, determines the effectiveness of the message.

30 min.

Step 5
Rectangles
The exercise is based on feedback as a tool for improving communication. A
participant is chosen as a volunteer and placed in a spot in the room so that other
group members do not see him. The volunteer is given a sheet with a composition of
geometric shapes in various positions. The volunteer's task is to describe the
drawing in the sheet while the other members of the group have to draw according
to his instructions. The aim is to create the same design that the volunteer is seeing.
In a first round the group members cannot interact with the volunteer neither
seeing him. In a second round, the volunteer will be able to use gestures/signs in
order to transfer the drawing instructions and more, will be visible to the whole
group.
In a third round, the participants can ask questions to better understand some steps
or obtain additional information. In addition to the learning effect on drawing, it
will be evident that the last round will be much better than the others, underlining
that the participants have a decisive role in helping the volunteer to express
himself and favor an effective transfer of contents.

40 min.

Step 6
Summary of contents and questions
It is necessary to provide a summary time for what emerged during the meeting
and to allow participants to ask questions or bring their own personal examples to
discuss with the group. In this way, even those who did not participated by
interacting directly with the facilitator during the activities and with requests for
clarification during the more theoretical parts, now can be encouraged to express

30 min.
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its own suggestions and impression. This could also be the opportunity useful to
bring the topics back to concrete steps with the aim to improve own
communication skills in own interactions and within the group, by involving
participants in identifying their own development opportunities, even small ones,
in which to invest.
Step 7
Evaluation and farewell/greetings
It is finally important to have a brief moment of meeting assessments also through
a simple request with one or two open questions:
• Today I liked most ...
• During the workshop I had thought to ….
These simple questions help to highlight the elements that participants considered
the most significant.

15 min.

Listening and understanding
Learning objectives:
A 4-hour work session is proposed to improve listening skills, with the aim of increasing
the ability to understand others, develop empathy and learn new ways of communicating
effectively through the listening.
Recommended group size: around 5-12 learners
Estimated time: 240 min. (4 hours)

Materials: Blackboard or billboard; Video; Sheets and pens for each participant;
Workshop steps:

Steps

Time*

Step 1
Welcome and Socialization: 3 minutes of beautiful things
To start the activity with a socialization exercise that introduces the topic, a
dialogue activity is proposed. Participants are divided into pairs and two roles are
identified for each participant: one will talk, and one will listen. The speaker will
talk for 3 minutes only around beautiful things, negative phrases are forbidden; the
listener does not intervene, paying maximum attention to the speaker words. After
the first 3 minutes, timed by the facilitator, the roles in the couple are reversed for
the following 3 minutes. At the end of the exercise, it would be interesting to check
how easy or difficult is talking only around positive things for 3 minutes, but also
analyze how difficult it is listening without interacting. This exercise represents a
form of forcing in listening but reminds us of how important is not to be intrusive
in the other's speech also to ensure a good level of listening. Often people are so
concentrated on how to intervene that will lose important parts of communication.
In fact, one of the crucial aspects of listening starts with silence.

30 min.

Step 2
Levels of Listening
In relation to the first exercise carried out, it is appropriate to analyze the different
levels of listening, which define different states of involvement in a communicative
exchange:
• Discontinuous listening, reconstructing the meaning of the speech through
previous mental representations;
• Logical listening, paying attention to the logical meaning of the speech;

30 min.
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•

Active-empathic listening, paying attention to the emotional aspects of the
speech.
For each listening level it is advisable to report concrete examples of situations by
encouraging participants to find themselves among the proposed definitions.
Step3
Interviews
To train the ability to listen in an active and empathic way can be proposed an
exercise in pairs/couple in which one of the participants will interviews another
participant on a topic chosen from a given list, such as for instance: HOBBIES,
SPORT, HOLIDAYS, RELATIONS, ... Each participant, having chosen a topic, has 5
minutes to prepare 3 questions with an expected open answer. Participants are
then divided in couples and the interviewer asks for questions, also taking notes on
the emotional aspects of communication that can be guessed from the emphasis,
pauses, expressions, etc. …. The roles are then reversed and at the end of both
interviews, both participants will discuss what each has perceived in the
communication of the other. It is then appropriate to share, in the whole group,
what each felt represented by listening to the other speech.

60 min.

Pause

15 min.

Step 4
Decalogue of the good listener
To identify which attitudes favorized effective listening, the facilitator asks
participants to individually rethink the situation in which they felt most heard. In
reflection, each participant is invited to write down on a sheet of paper:
• the characteristics of the person or people who were listening: expression,
types of interactions, non-verbal attitudes, ...
• the characteristics of the context: open or closed space, crowded or free,
unknown or familiar ...
Participants must be reassured that they won’t have to tell the episode and the
contents of the communication. In the sharing, the characteristics of the people and
contexts that facilitate listening will be analyzed for each participant, highlighting
the common points and noting the factors that, if controlled in a strategic way, can
positively influence listening.

30 min.

Step 5
Observation
Like the listening, the ability to observe also allows people to obtain valuable
information useful for understanding the interlocutor, his goals and emotions in a
more complete and profound way. To train observation skills, participants can be
asked to observe a video without audio; the aim is understanding as many elements
of the dynamics as possible. The video should be chosen carefully by the facilitator,
in a way that won’t be too likely that participants have already seen it (a film may
not be suitable) but familiar enough to have element to build upon. For example, it
could be a short clip with fairly repetitive dynamics in which a lively moment of
confrontation is highlighted.
At the end of the clip vision, participants are invited to reconstruct, as a group, the
clips facts from non-verbal gestures and sing and from attitudes of the situation.
The video with audio will then be projected to verify what has been understood,
verifying that a lot of information can be easily obtained from adequate
observation.

30 min.

Step 6
Summary of contents and questions

30 min.
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It is necessary to provide a summary time for what emerged during the meeting
and to allow participants to ask questions or bring their own personal examples to
discuss with the group. In this way, even those who did not participated by
interacting directly with the facilitator during the activities and with requests for
clarification during the more theoretical parts, now can be encouraged to express
its own suggestions and impression. This could also be the opportunity useful to
bring the topics back to concrete steps with the aim to improve own listening skills
in own interactions and within the group, by involving participants in identifying
their own development opportunities, even small ones, in which to invest.
Step 7
Evaluation and farewell/greetings
It is finally important to have a brief moment of meeting assessments also through
a simple request with one or two open questions:
• Today I liked most ...
• During the workshop I had thought to ….
These simple questions help to highlight the elements that participants considered
the most significant

15 min.

Team building rules
Learning objectives:
A 4-hour work session is proposed to analyze a group dynamic in which various
participants have: different roles, set time to complete a specific task based on teamwork,
and limited resources to be used. All these elements determine, in real situations, the
limits and potentials with which the working groups must measure themselves in order
to achieve their goals.
Recommended group size: around 5-12 learners
Estimated time: 240 min. (4 hours)
Materials: File with information on the green area. File can also be very simple (an A4
sheet) and can contain just constraints in order to put the participants in a position to
develop an idea that solves a problem; Brushes, Acrylics, Solvent, 3 Tables, Sponges, Tea
towels, Water, Finger colors; Newspaper clipping, Cardstock, Sheets and pens for each
participant.
Workshop steps:
Steps

Time*

Step 1
Welcome and Socialization:
In this case, to welcome and socialize, it may be useful to propose one of the
exercises that stimulate motivation for teamwork described in the previous section,
for example: Sheet and Balloon. To speed up the debriefing of the exercise, it can be
postponed to a general debriefing.

20 min.

Step 2
The project
The group is divided into two sub-groups. Two teams will have to compete in the
presentation of a project which will then be evaluated by a jury and decreed a
winner. Each group will have to draw up a project on how to redevelop a public
green area and present it to the local council for the possibility of carrying out the
project and receiving funding. Each group will receive a dossier with information

50 min.
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around the area (size, elements present, characteristics of the population that
inhabits the area, ...) and information on the available budget as well as some Local
council wishes on the destination of the space (constraints, needs, needs of some
segments of the population, etc.). Once the dossier has been received, groups have
40 minutes to develop a project. Material can be made available to build a project or
presentation: newspaper clippings, sheets, colored cards, markers, etc. The
facilitator can go around the groups, check the status of the work and give some
suggestions.
Step 3
Project presentation
At the end of the time available for developing project, teams collect the materials
produced and meet to present the project developed to the jury; Jury is composed
by the facilitator and/or further staff. After the project presentations, the jury
withdraws to decide on the winning project will be chosen to be realized.

30 min.

Pause

15 min.

Step 4
Resources Hunt!
In a break pause, the facilitator or a collaborator hides painting materials in an area
where participants can find for them, like in a short treasure hunt. The more is
extended the area, more time the hunt will take. In this case, the purpose of the
research is to think and reflect on the fact that strategy, skills and time are needed
to procure the necessary resources. Participants will have to divide the areas and
search for the materials having 10 minutes to organize their work and 10 minutes
for research.
Once the time is consumed, it will be assessed if the organization has worked and all
objects have been recovered.
In case of objects won’t recovered, extra-time can be granted or simply have them
recovered by those who have hidden them.

20 min.

Step 5
Painting
Within the materials collected, the project granted will be carried out in the first
exercise but by the whole group. Once the 3 tables have been positioned on a plane,
the group task is to think and reflect on how to carry out the project through
painting, agreeing on the elements to be inserted and recovering some aspects of
the project presented by the second team classified. The group must have a total of
50 minutes to organize the work and then carry it out so that the three tables are
harmonious, all the elements described in the project are inserted and all
participants, participate in the realization. At the end of the exercise, the group will
review which methods favor teamwork, which attitudes have led to greater success
in the tasks, how the roles were divided and how they were interpreted by each
participant.

60 min.

Step 6
Summary of contents and questions
It is necessary to provide a summary time for what emerged during the meeting
and to allow participants to ask questions or bring their own personal examples to
discuss with the group. In this way, even those who did not participated by
interacting directly with the facilitator during the activities and with requests for
clarification during the more theoretical parts, now can be encouraged to express
its own suggestions and impression. This could also be the opportunity useful to
bring the topics back to concrete steps with the aim to improve own Team-work
skills in own interactions and within the group, by involving participants in

30 min.
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identifying their own development opportunities, even small ones, in which to
invest.
Step 7
Evaluation and farewell/greetings
It is finally important to have a brief moment of meeting assessments also through
a simple request with one or two open questions:
• Today I liked most ...
• During the workshop I had thought to ….
These simple questions help to highlight the elements that participants considered
the most significant

15 min.

3. Conflict management workshop plans
Assertiveness
Learning objectives:
In own working career, as well as in all areas of life, to be successful and conquer
important goals, one must dare, throw oneself, experiment... and, in the same time, it
won’t be easy to succeed and to assert own’s ideas with colleagues, superiors and
collaborators. Being assertive at work is the best attitude to avoid excesses such as the
impetuousness and arrogance typical of aggressive people or, on the contrary, the
immobility and static of passive ones. Assertiveness in the workplace improves
interpersonal relationships with all people, from the newly arrived colleague to the
customers.
Recommended group size: around 5-12 learners
Estimated time: 120 min. (2 hours)
Materials: Survey; Slides; Profile scheme; Dialogues
Workshop steps:
Steps
Step 1
Providing of the "Communication styles" survey3
Communication styles represent the range of behaviors that
characterize interpersonal communication on a verbal and nonverbal level. The teacher/trainer sends the answer sheet to the
students and dictates the questions. At the end, the
teacher/trainer get the students scoring in order to calculate the
final scores.
Step 2
Communication styles
"Being assertive therefore means having an effective and adequate
behavior to obtain the desired result, communicating it with
authenticity, without being submissive or aggressive, respecting
own's interlocutor", (Ref. Edoardo Giusti and Alberta Testi). The
teacher/train will introduce the main concepts related to
assertiveness, specifying how these can be applied to relational
work situations.

Methodology
Selfevaluation

Time
30 min.

Frontal
lesson

45 min.

3

Rathus, S.A. (1973). A 30-item schedule for assessing assertive behavior. Behavior Therapy, 4(3), pp. 398–406. doi:
10.1016/s0005-7894(73)80120-0.
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- Types of style: passive, aggressive, assertive
- Assertiveness
- Attitudes in relationships
- Non-verbal behaviors
Step 3
Return of the questionnaire/survey and comments
Step 4
Recognize and change the sentences from aggressive and passive
to assertive
The teacher reads the 6 sentences to the students and asks them to
recognize the style, then asks them to individually modify the
sentences in order to make them assertive.
In plenary the best solution for each sentence will be evaluated.

Guided
discussion
Exercise

15 min.
30 min.

Conflict Management and Negotiation
Learning objectives:
In order for a working group to evolve and mature over time and to allow greater
collaboration between its members and their more active participation, it is necessary to
move from simple interaction to real integration, so that the group participants can share
needs and requirements. The concrete realization of the collaboration within the group is
then facilitated by the negotiation mechanism, which allows the comparison and the
transition from the point of view of individuals to a common and shared point of view to
best achieve the objectives set.
Recommended group size: around 5-12 learners
Estimated time: 240 min. (4 hours)
Materials: Movie; Slides; Dialogues
Workshop steps:
Steps
Step 1
From the film "Don Juan De Marco": the meeting with DON
OCTAVIO DE FLORIOS

Methodology

Time

Cineforum

15 min.

Frontal Lesson

45 min.

Please set your language subtitles in “setting” video options

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2vAGrmMFFvU&list=PLyj
n0CBykSR91h5TwuAhgUp6hJt8Xc33c&index=7
Don Juan De Marco - Master of Love, is a 1995 film with Marlon
Brando in the role of a psychotherapist and Johnny Depp who
plays the protagonist role. After seducing, with his irresistible
charm, a woman waiting for her boyfriend at the restaurant,
John Arnold De Marco, a young man who believes himself Don
Juan, decides to commit suicide. The psychiatrist Jack Mickler
(Marlon Brando, in fact) saves him, posing as the noble Don
Octavio. Interested in the case, he manages to escape the drugs to
study his mythomania. The film scene shows the exact dialogue
in which Don Octavio manages to convince Don Juan to don’t
commit suicide. The film scene invites us to reflect on the
methods used by the psychiatrist to avoid coming into conflict
with Don Juan and therefore on how to defuse a possible conflict.
Step 2
Conflict
“Conflict is that situation that occurs every time that two
psychic forces of more or less equal intensity, but in opposite
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directions, act simultaneously on an individual”. Starting from
this definition provided by Kurt Levin, the teacher/trainer
introduces the concept of conflict, in particular describing:
- Definitions: intrapersonal and interpersonal conflict
- Types: of value, of interest, emotional, ...
- Causes
- Ways to deal with it
Step 3
Negotiation situation - The Oranges: dr. Jones (1) and Mr. Roland
(2)
Knowing how to negotiate effectively is a decisive tool for
carrying out own profession in the best possible way. But how do
you measure the success of a negotiation and the skill of a
negotiator? The case of oranges represents a negotiation
simulation in which each student personifies one of the two
negotiators (Dr. Jones or Mr. Roland), obviously not knowing
what the other needs: the dispute concerns the purchase of the
same quantity of oranges. The purposes is similarly necessary for
the humanity well-being, but with the particularity that one
needs the orange peel and the other needs only the juice ... in this
way, by communicating effectively will it be possible to reach the
solution of the problem!
- Instructions to participants 10 '
- Each student decides the strategy to use 10 '
- Two-party debate with insertion/replacement of negotiators
which will end when both negotiators understand that both
orange parts are needed (peel on one side and juice on the other)
30 '
- Debriefing 10', in which it will focus on compromise and
knowledge of the other concept and in which, each negotiator,
must concede something to get something else.
Pause
Step 4
From the movie "Life is beautiful": at the restaurant

Tutorial and
guided
discussion

60 min.

Cineforum

15 min.
15 min.

Frontal Lesson

15 min.

Please set your language subtitles in “setting” video options

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iEBpsP96Na4
Reference to "The principle of perceptual contrast" (R. Cialdini):
The perception and evaluation of a product or an object changes
according to the thing that preceded it. A demonstration to
understand this principle can be carried out by staying in front of
three basins of water: one cold with ice cubes, one at room
temperature and one hot. After dipping one hand in cold water
and one in hot water, dip your hands in warm water at the same
time. Although the two hands are dipped in the same basin, the
one that was in the hot water generates a cold sensation while
the other hand that was dipped in the cold water now generates
an hot sensation. A thing therefore may seem different
depending on the event that preceded it. The principle of
perceptual contrast can be used also to influence a client as it is an
invisible weapon of persuasion and because can be used without
the interlocutor feels that the situation has been "manipulated".
Step 5
Negotiation
Create a culture of negotiation and transfer the correct
methodologies to the entire organization to effectively and
successfully manage relationships with third parties, it means
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obtaining significant results in terms of business. Trainer/teacher
introduces students the need to know negotiation techniques
within a business organization:
- Definition of negotiation
- Preparation
- Negotiation
- Closing
Step 6
Submerged by the waters
Participants are faced with a choice: they must retrieve at least 4
of their personal things (among those contained in a list of 30
objects) from their homes as soon as possible and before the town
is completely submerged by a sea storm. The exercise aims to get
the participants negotiate as a group, making sure that each one
convinces the other participants to bring with them the objects
he/she has chosen.
The group exercise takes place in 3 stages:
1. The teacher/trainer reads the situation and the list of objects to
bring to everyone (10 minutes)
2. Each of the participants decides the 4 objects to take with them
and their order of priority (10 minutes)
3. As a group, participants have to decide on a list of objects to
bring and a common order of priority (30 minutes)
In plenary, it is verified who brought with them more objects
chosen at the beginning.
Step 7
Negotiation
- The "FRAMES" context
- The conflict scale of the conflict by F. Gals
- Characteristics of the good negotiator
- The WIN-WIN philosophy

Exercise

60 min.

Frontal Lesson

15 min.

4. Integration into the organisation – Organisational savvy
Stress management
Learning objectives:
Emotional intelligence is the ability to understand and manage the own and others'
emotions. Considering the nuances of human emotion, according to Rex Huppke, better
employee collaboration and a calmer work environment can have real benefits in the
workplace. The training intervention will help participants to acquire a better awareness
of themselves, of their thoughts and emotions as well as to manage them in order to learn
how to take optimal decisions.
Recommended group size: around 5-12 learners
Estimated time: 240 min. (4 hours)
Materials: Exercise and answer sheet; Slides; Extract of the piece, Video
Workshop steps:
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Steps

Methodology

Time

Step 1
3 minutes
The demonstration exercise consists of a list of practical activities
to be read in 3 minutes; most people carry out all the activities
listed, obviously not being able to complete them all in the 3
minutes allocated for the exercise. Debriefing:
- What are the consequences of a stressful event on my behavior?
Lack of attention / concentration, increased accidents / errors
- How do I recognize a stressful event? Time - Unawareness /
novelty - Performance / self-efficacy
Step 2
Emotional control
In our daily life, events occur that affect us and are beyond our
control. The trainer/teacher will explain how we can react to these
difficulties that can affect a better or worse quality of life. Thus, a
fantastic way to deal with these unexpected events is to apply
adequate emotional control techniques. Thanks to them, we will
feel more confident and capable at any time and in any
circumstance.
- Self-awareness
- Self control
- Self-motivation
- Empathy
- Relational skills
Step 3
Deliver - Emotional Awareness Questionnaire/Survey
The teacher gives the students the answer sheet and reads the
questions to the students
Step 4
Become aware of own emotions
(From the ALPHABET OF EMOTIONS by CLAUDE STEINER)
Balloon example – The trainer/teacher, explaining how becoming
aware of our emotions, compares emotions to the air in the balloon:
we are as elastic as the balloon and with each breath (emotions) we
adapt, but if we inflate the balloon too much with emotions, we
risk it bursting. In this way, we must learn to recognize and treat
emotions in order to allow us to empty some of that air that we
introduce into the balloon, but we have to do it a little by little,
otherwise we will lose control, in the same way as we let a swollen
balloon slip from the grip of your fingers .
Step 5
How many emotions are there?
1. List all the positive and negative emotions that come to
your mind
2. Look at the images below to try to label each photo with an
emotion.
3. Identify what are the emotions that arise from the
combinations indicated
- What are emotions
- Emotional control
- Related diseases
Step 6
What are the primary emotions?
Resources: Inside Out movie

Simulation and
guided
discussion

5 min.

Frontal lesson

15 min.

Reading and
correction

30 min.

Reading and
commentary

25 min.

Individual
exercise

25 min.

Frontal lesson

Cineforum

15 min.

Please set your language subtitles in “setting” video options
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pI1PY1dxdYs
Film Trailer explains how the appearance of emotions occurs in
children who first develop the basic primary emotions (joy and
sadness) and then the other primary emotions (fear, anger and
disgust) whose combination gives life to all other defined emotions,
as secondary. Trainer/teacher invites students to reflect on the
conditioning that events have in our life, to such an extent that we
develop a constant emotional response over time especially to
certain events.
Pause
Step 7
How do emotions work?
Resources: : Inside Out movie

Cineforum

15 min.
15 min.

Frontal lesson

20 min.

Teamwork

30 min.

Frontal lesson

30 min.

Please set your language subtitles in “setting” video options

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B3cLarwGhPc
The video takes up a very funny scene from the animated film in
which the protagonist unknowingly uses sadness as a dominant
emotion, and how parents, attentive to different aspects of the
child's education, deal with the situation by managing their
emotions in a completely different way. Teacher/trainer will
therefore highlight how the functioning of emotions therefore
depends on how we learned to use it, but starting from a
physiological basis which is common to all creatures.
Step 8
The neurological basis of emotions
The limbic system intervenes in the processing of behaviors
correlated with the survival of the species, processes the emotions
and the vegetative manifestations that accompany them
(breathing, heartbeat, sweating, blood circulation, ...); it is involved
in the memorization processes and his emotional reaction.
Trainer/teacher will then briefly explain its components and how
it works, and in particular:
- Anatomical correlates of emotion
- Definition of emotion
- Reasons - Motivations
Step 9
What messages can the following emotions communicate?
The most common causes of social non-adaptation are negative
attitudes and emotions. The search for attention and evasion from
unpleasant situations are circumstances in which our body speaks,
usually manifesting symptoms or signals “that something is not
going as it should”. People who do not understand that these
reactions depend on the negative emotions they experience, often
suffer from physical illnesses as a result of an emotional block.
Trainers/teacher asks the students to try to understand which
signs, our emotions want to communicate, and in particular related
to:
• FEAR
• ANGER
• INADEQUACY
• SOLITUDE
• FRUSTRATION
Step 10
The messages which are behind the emotions
Our body communicates and reflects the way we feel, so it gives us
information about our state of mind. For this reason, it is crucial to
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understand the messages hidden behind our emotions, because our
health as well as our relationship with further people, will benefit.
ABC of emotions:
- Happiness
- Fear
- Anger
- Disgust and contempt
- Embarrassment
Step 11
Results – Questionnaire/Survey: Emotional Awareness

Guided selfassessment

15 min.

The resilience
Learning objectives:
In psychology, resilience is outlined as the ability to comply with crisis situations, resist,
build and be able to positively reorganize own life despite the difficult situations
experienced. Resilience is an important ability in the workplace and is a trait that many
employers want for in their employees. The training aims to provide participants (job
seekers/students) with the necessary information to develop their ability in order to
adapt to new and difficult situations through correct coping strategies (resilience).
Recommended group size: around 4 -14 learners
Estimated time: 30 min. each exercise
Materials: See each exercise
Workshops steps:
Activity

Methodology

Time

Materials

Roles, tasks and duties - Hula Hoop (20’): Participants
are divided into groups of about 6/7 people who are
given a hula hoop for each group. The goal is to lower
down the circle by holding it only with 2 fingers set in
"gun style" (index finger under the circle and thumb
finger perpendicular and oriented upwards). The circle
must descend parallel to the ground and all fingers
must constantly remain in contact with the circle.
Debriefing: The best strategy is to use as much
physical contact as possible among participants (hands,
arms, elbows, knees, feet, etc.…). The combination gives
stability and makes the group move with a tuned
rhythm. Observe whether:
• A leader who gives instructions and sets the pace
emerges
• When the group stops in order to think and plan a
strategy
• If one group succeeds and others don't.
Allow the group that has succeeded to exhibit and, in
the debriefing, let others identify which were the
winning principles / techniques. The exercise brings
out the following elements:
• Planning and action
• Coordination
• Optimization of energies
The concept of resilience

Group
exercise

30
min.

Hula Hoop
every 6/7
people

Frontal
lesson

30
min.

Slide
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The aim of this exercise is to make students develop a
series of protective factors within their own life
contexts (self-esteem, self-efficacy, creativity,
confidence, flexibility and future prospects) as well as
the resilience process, meant as flexibility (in psychosocial level) and as positive adaptation in response to
an adverse situation, to be understood both as an
unfavorable life condition and as an unexpected
event. The teacher/trainer introduces the students to
the concept of change by paying attention to the best
performing behaviors of an organization in order to
adapt and stand out from other realities.
Marshmallow Challenge
Resources:
https://www.tomwujec.com/marshmallowchallenge
In this exercise groups of at least 4 people have to build
the tallest tower possible that can stand up on its own,
using 20 spaghetti, a meter of adhesive tape, a meter of
string and 1 marshmallow. The marshmallow must be
placed on top of the tower. Even it sounds very simple,
it is actually quite difficult because it forces people to
collaborate very quickly. Debriefing: Normally, most
people start by focusing on the task to be done. People
talk about it, imagine what it might look like, compete
each other, then spend time in planning and
organizing. They and spend most of their time
assembling spaghetti into growing structure, and
finally, just when time is running out, someone takes
out the marshmallow, and cautiously places it on the
top of the structure and admire the work performed,
the job done. But what really happens, most of the
time, is that the "surprise" for the job done turns into
an "Ops", because the weight of the marshmallow
causes the whole structure to bend and collapse. On
the contrary, what children (who have a strong
resilience and ability to adapt to new situations, as
they are free from procedural conditioning) would do
is start with the marshmallow, building prototypes,
one after the other, and always keeping marshmallow
on top: they therefore have several possibilities to fix
shaky prototypes along the way. The concept of
resilience too does not refer to a single performance,
but to an achieved goal over time and in the long term.
becoming resilient requires the adoption of excellent
attitudes in order to achieve improvement through
the development of skills and abilities in all aspects of
the organization.

Group
competition

20
min.

10
min.

20 spaghetti,
a meter of
adhesive
tape, a meter
of string and
1
marshmallow
depending on
the group
number that
intend to
challenge
each other’s

Organisational savvy and organisation of work
Learning objectives:
The training intervention will focus on the dynamics’ deepening that are created in a
working team collaboration, in terms of expectations towards the other people,
recognition of each role and communication dynamics that are established within the
group.
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Recommended group size: around 4 -14 learners
Estimated time: 240 min. (4 hours)
Materials: 2 Images; Slides
Workshop steps:
Steps
Step 1
Introduction to team building:
Definition of organization / disorganization
The trainer/teacher shows the students images A and B asking
them to mark the differences they notice between the two
images:

During the debriefing the students' answers are compared and
the characteristics of a company that can be defined as
"ORGANIZED" are listed.
The teacher then introduces the issues of work organization and
teamwork and therefore the critical success factors that an
organization must take into consideration to achieve business
objectives.
Step 2
The task: the teacher entrusts a list of activities/tasks (based on
the number of participants) to be carried out by the group and
the only rules are that everyone must have at least one task,
while only one task can be done. The Role play takes place in 3
times:
1. 15 minutes dedicated to assigning tasks (if time is left over, it
cannot be used for phase 2)
2. 15 minutes to the performance
3. 10 minutes for the presentation of the final papers
Debriefing: student usually save time in the first phase not
exploiting it, also because they decide a method of carrying out
the activities that usually involve: creative tasks (that need
concentration) and compiling tasks (which need to interact with
others).

Methodology

Time

Guided
discussion

30 min.

Role Play

60 min.
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Step 3
From the group to the working group:
In business contexts, workers are constantly in situations of
teamwork, sometimes made up of professionals, with extremely
different training and experiences. To turn this diversity into a
real wealth, however, it is necessary to dedicate time and energy
in an intentional and structured way of group creation: in fact, a
group of people cannot in itself be considered a team. The
teacher/trainer explains the differences between a group that is
formed spontaneously and a group that is built, on the contrary,
for business goals, and in particular he will explain: types of
group, differences between group and working group, Group
work: characteristics, factors for evolution of a psychological
group, functioning of the working groups, from creation to
maturity of the group, the interactions within the group:
dominance / conformity / focus, the 7 TEAM BUILDING steps4.
Pause

Frontal
Lesson

30 min.

Step 4
Group dynamics
The teacher explains how, in working in a group, three main
dynamics will be developed:
• Interaction: which consists in the individuals’ action that
will do together and in a mutual adaptation process;
• Interdependence: sharing of working methods, norms,
objectives/goals and roles;
• Integration: sharing and discussion among group
members.
Based on these dynamics the teacher/trainer will explain:
The teamwork benefit; Group decisions; Normalization /
Polarization effects
Step 5
The nuclear bomb
The exercise provides that the group can choose, starting from an
already defined list, 3 people to save before a nuclear bomb
explosion, applying the complex method of consensus!
Debriefing: there are no right or wrong choices but only choices
depending on how and by whom the group is formed; in other
words, skills that the person makes available and values that he
brings and shares within the group.
Step 6
Critical issues in group management
The teacher/trainer explains to the students some tricks to
manage critical moments when we are included in a working
group, and in particular:
Lack of trust, Fear of conflicts, Insufficient commitment, Lack of
motivation, Lack of focus on results, Possible remedies.

Frontal
Lesson

15 min.

Group Role
Play

60 min.

Frontal
Lesson

30 min.

15 min.

Time management
Learning objectives:
The workshop focuses on developing learners’ time management skills.
Recommended group size: around 4 -14 learners
4

7 Steps To Effective Team Building Paperback – January 1, 2010 by Prem P. Bhalla (Author).
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Estimated time: 240 min. (4 hours)
Materials: Video; Slides
Workshop steps:
Steps
Step 1
I HAVE NO TIME? THE BIANCONIGLIO SYNDROME
Step 2
Time definition
The causes of waste of time, Use of time, Methods and tools for
consolidating time
Step 3
The concept of Priority and the deterministic Quadrant:
importance and urgency for the work organization. The
Eisenhower matrix serves to order priorities by separating what
is urgent from what is superfluous, classifying daily activities
according to their degree of urgency and / or importance.
It should be noted firstly that "important" is a subjective concept;
the concept of "urgent", on the other hand, is objective since it is
linked to the variable of time. Combining the two parameters we
obtain the four quadrants that make up the Eisenhower Matrix:
https://www.eisenhower.me/eisenhower-matrix/

Thanks to this matrix it becomes easier to decide which actions
to implement successively for each activity according to the 4
possibilities: do, schedule, eliminate or delegate.
Step 4
How do I organize my day!
The teacher/trainer gives the students a list of activities /
commitments of a normal working day and each student must
plan his day taking into account all the commitments and
helping himself with the deterministic quadrant. During the
debriefing, the teacher/trainer will emphasize how, in
organizing a typical day of work, it is important to take into
account the urgent and important aspects that allow us to
immediately identify priorities and carry out our work easier
and faster: we can eliminate unnecessary activities or activities
that are not under our responsibility, we can postpone what is
not imminent in terms of deadline, we can delegate to someone
else what is unimportant to us but must still be done and, finally,
do what is up to us and must be done immediately.
Pause

Methodology

Time

Cineforum +
guided
discussion
Frontal
lesson

15 min.

Simulation /
experiential
activity

15 min.

Simulation

60 min.

15 min.

15 min.
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Step 5
The meeting
• Types of meetings
• Factors to manage before, during and after
Step 6
The meeting for the international fair
The teacher/trainer provides the following instructions to the
students: "You are collaborators in the sales office of a company
that produces and markets stoves and fireplaces for the Italian
market. For the first time your company decides to participate in
an international exhibition of home furnishings, which will take
place in Trento in 6 months. The company management decided
to create a project group to organize and manage the event
participation, not hiding the fact that this choice is also due to a
decrease in sales observed in the last six months and therefore
also asking for any further proposals that may improve the
marketing of the product. Through your manager, the invitation
came to you and you all decided to accept it. In your first
meeting, you must be able to:
• Set team goals.
• Develop a plan to achieve them
• Set goals (milestones) and actions within the plan
• Decide on the working method, roles, time and place of
the meetings.
• Design a system to monitor and control the progress of
the work
• Design tools useful for results evaluation and present
them to the Management.
Step 7
What changes if the business meeting takes place online?
Online Business Meeting Tools; Basic concepts of Netiquette;
Preparing and managing an online meeting

Frontal
Lesson

30 min.

Group Role
play

60 min.

Guided
discussion

15 min.
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Chapter 6.
Leadership and self-management
Subchapter 6A. Leadership
The ability of influencing others is as social competence the core of empathy. As David
Goleman stated: „Influence competency allows you to be persuasive and engaging,
influence competence draws to empathy” (Daniel Goleman, Building Blocks of Emotional
Intelligence, Influence, 2017). Influencing skills are more than communication, more than
negotiation and arguably more than persuasion. The own professional credibility, the socalled personal brand, as career coaches would define it is the key to this, as everyone
needs to inspire confidence. Effective influencing is all about putting together a good case,
in person or in writing. A good case clearly communicates the benefits of ideas and
engages the audience rationally and logically as well as emotionally. The strongest
influencers are flexible enough to switch between appealing to the head and to the heart
as the situation requires.
This subchapter helps VET advisors like you to learn more about the competence of
influencing others. You will first have an overlook on the concept and its linked
competencies. Then, you will learn how to conduct these workshop plans designed to be
used with the learners in order to train them.

What you should know about leadership and influencing others
“All inherited possibilities and all influences of the body, all environmental influences,
including educational application, are perceived, assimilated, digested, and answered by a
living and striving being, striving for a successful achievement in his view. The
subjectiveness of the individual, his special style of life, and his conception of life mold
and shape all influences. The individual life collects all these influences and uses them as
provocative bricks in building a totality which aims toward a successful goal in relating
itself to outside problems” (Alfred Adler, Understanding Human Nature, 1927).
Influence is a governing concept in any decision-making process, relationship and
ultimately, behavioral response. It is also the raw material for the production of concepts
such as power, persuasion, attraction, and many others which are highly relevant in our
daily lives.
To be able to successfully support your learners, you should get familiar with the
competencies that they should gain in order to achieve influencing skill as David Goleman
stated in the Book “Working with Emotional Intelligence“, Bantam Books, 1998, Influence:
Wielding effective tactics of persuasion.
Those core competencies have to be developed:
1. Communication: sending clear and convincing messages
2. Conflict Management: negotiating and resolving disagreements
3. Resolving conflict creatively
4. Leadership: inspiring and guiding individuals and groups
5. Change catalyst: initiating, promoting or managing change
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Let’s shortly explore each of these competencies that your learners should develop:
1. Communication: listening openly and sending convincing messages
People with this competence:
• Are effective in give-and-take, registering emotional cues in attuning their
message
• Deal with difficult issues straightforwardly
• Listen well, seek mutual understanding, and welcome sharing of information
fully
• Foster open communication and stay receptive to bad news as well as good
2. Conflict management: negotiating and resolving disagreements
People with this competence:
• Handle difficult people and tense situations with diplomacy and tact
• Spot potential conflict, bring disagreements into the open, and help deescalate
• Encourage debate and open discussion
• Orchestrate win-win solutions
3. Resolving conflict creatively
Here are some classic moves for cooling down conflicts:
• First, calm down, tune in to your feelings, and express them
• Show a willingness to work things out by talking over the issue rather than
escalating it with more aggression
• State your point of view in neutral language rather than in an argumentative
tone
• Try to find equitable ways to resolve the dispute, working together to find a
resolution both sides can embrace
4. Leadership: Inspiring and Guiding Individuals and Groups
People with this competence are:
• Articulate and arouse enthusiasm for a shared vision and mission
• Step forward to lead as needed, regardless of position
• Guide the performance of others while holding them accountable
• Lead by example
6. Change catalyst: Initiating, promoting or managing change
In addition to high levels of self-confidence at such pace, effective change leaders have
high levels of influence, commitment, motivation, initiative and optimism, as well as
an instinct for organizational politics to see organizations through such change.
How can leadership skills help your learners and why is it relevant in the work-life?
Effective influencers have the emotional intelligence to gauge how people might react to
their ideas and to alter their communication techniques accordingly. They can also
actively listen to people’s responses and deal with any objections, compromising and
taking on board others’ points when required. They are able to motivate and inspire
others and to build good working relationships.
Influencing skills is very relevant when it comes to find a job, those who are most
influential are those that inspire confidence in others – essentially, convincing others that
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they are professionally credible, ‘know their stuff’ and are trustworthy. They are
assertive in making their points and they are more likeable to get a job.
Influencing skills is also very important in the work-life. Mastering effective influencing
skills, or the art of persuasion, opens doors to increased sales, interaction with influential
groups of people and improved self-esteem gained through self-expression. Persuasion is a
critical part of communication theory. Effective argumentation can lead to promotions,
raises and positions that offer power and influence.
Having influence in the workplace has “clear value,” says Dorie Clark, author of
Entrepreneurial You. “You get more done and you advance the projects you care about and
are responsible for,” which means “you’re more likely to be noticed, get promoted, and
receive raises” (Dorie Clark, Y. 2017. Entrepreneurial You, Monetize Your Expertise,
Create Multiple Income Streams and Thrive“). According to Nick Morgan „it’s more
important than ever to be able to command influence, because of the increased pressure
on getting results. It all comes down to your approach” (Nick Morgan, M. 2007. Power
Cues, The Subtle Science of Leading Groups, Persuading Others, and Maximizing your
Personal Impact).

Resources
•
•

•

Richard Nelson Bolles, 2020, What Color is Your Parachute? A Practical Manual for
Job-Hunters and Career-Changers.
Marc Dellaert, Serjey Davydov A., et al. “Influencing, The Skill of Persuasion”
Center for Creative Leadership, Center for Creative Leadership, Nov. 2011,
https://www.ccl.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Influencing-the-skill-ofpersuasion.pdf
Rebecca Knight, „How to increase Your Influence at Work“, Harvard Business
Review, https://hbr.org/2018/02/how-to-increase-your-influence-at-work

Workshop Plans
Support your learners to gain leadership and influencing others’
skills
1. Leadership Envelopes Workshop Plan
Learning objectives:
• The learners will be able to explore everyday applications of leadership principles
• The learners will be able to translate abstract leadership principles into practical
on-the-job behaviors.
Recommended group size: 12 learners (3 learners x 4 teams)
Estimated time: 1 hour 25 minutes
Materials needed:
• Five leadership-principle envelopes. Write a leadership principle on the front of
each envelope (Challenge the process, Inspire a shared vision, Enable others to act,
Model the way, Encourage the heart)
• Response cards. Four index cards for each team
• Timer
• Whistle
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Workshop steps:
Steps

Time

Step 1
Before the workshop begins, the workshop leader prepares the work-spaces
arranging tables in a roughly circular format with chairs around each table. The
leader divides the participants into four teams of three members. Afterwards the
leader briefs the learners reviewing the five leadership principles. The leader
explains to learners that the activity requires them to translate these principles into
everyday on-the-job behaviors. The leader gives one leadership-principle envelope
and four index cards to each team.

10 min.

Step 2
The leader conducts the first round asking the learners to discuss the leadership
principle on the envelope they received, and to identify how this principle can be
applied to on-the-job decisions and behaviors. The leader tells the team members to
write short sentences describing these application examples on an index card
announcing a time limit of 3 minutes and encouraging the teams to work rapidly.
The leader will also explain that the teams' response cards will eventually be
evaluated in terms of both the number and the quality of the examples.

10 min.

Step 3
The leader concludes the first round, after 3 minutes, he blows the whistle to
announce the end of the first round. The leader asks each team to place its response
card (the index card with its application examples) inside the envelope and pass the
envelope, unsealed, to the next team. The leader instructs the teams not to open the
envelope they receive.

5 min.

Step 4
The learners conduct the second round asking teams to review the leadership
principle on the envelope they received, but not to look at the application examples
on the response card inside. The leader tells the teams to repeat the earlier procedure
and list the application examples of this principle on a new response card. After 3
minutes, the leader blows the whistle and ask teams to place the response card inside
the envelope and pass it to the next team.

15 min.

Step 5
The leader conducts the evaluation round telling teams that they do not have to
write any more application examples. Instead, teams must evaluate the four response
cards inside the envelope. They do this by reviewing the individual examples on each
response card and then comparing the overall merits of the cards with each other.
Teams have 100 points to distribute among the four response cards to indicate each
card's relative merit. Announce a suitable time limit for this evaluation activity.

20 min.

Step 6
The leader presents the results. At the end of the time limit, the leader checks on the
teams to ensure they have completed their task and have recorded on each response
card the number of points awarded. The leader selects a team at random to present
its evaluation results and asks the team to announce the leadership principle on the
envelope and read the application examples on each card, beginning with the card
that received the least number of points. The team should progress from one card to
the next in an ascending order of the number of points. After reading all four cards,
the team should announce how it distributed the 100 points and briefly explain the
criteria used for distributing the points.

10 min.
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Step 7
The leader determines the winner, instructing teams to place all the response cards
on a table at the front of the room; then calling for each team to collect its cards. The
leader asks teams to add up the points on their cards to determine their total score.
The leader invites the members of each team to announce their total scores, identifies
and congratulates the team with the highest score.

5 min.

Step 8
The leader conducts a debriefing discussion to add value to the activity. Here are
some suggested questions:
• What are the interesting patterns among the application examples?
• Can you find similarities among application examples related to different
leadership principles?
• What leadership principle was the most difficult one for you to come up with
suitable application examples? The easiest one? Why?
• Reflect on your workplace situation. Which leadership principle application
idea could you implement immediately?

10 min.

Resources: Session Lab, www.sessionlab.com, in order to access the workshop, please sign
in for free and go to the following link:
https://app.sessionlab.com/sessions/olGp5r?blockId=leadershipenvelopes&dialog=method&tab=search

2. Leadership Pizza Workshop Plan
Learning objectives:
• The learners will be able to develop a self-assessment framework to identify what
skills, attributes and attitudes are important for effective leadership, and then
assess their own development and initiate goal setting.
• The learners will be able to reflect on the different dimensions of what skills and
attitudes he needs in order to be a good leader.
Recommended group size: 12 learners (3 learners x 4 teams)
Estimated time: 30 minutes
Materials needed: Flipcharts, pens, Leadership Pizza (see below):
• Integrity
• Vision & Inspire
• Empathy
• Value & Acknowledge People
• Passion & Purpose
• Self-awareness
• Self-efficiency
• Prioritization
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Workshop steps:
Steps

Time

Step 1
The leader starts the exercise by presenting the model of the Leadership Pizza: It is a
reflection and self-assessment tool where the learners can think about the most
important skills and attitudes that they need to master in order to be a great leader.

10 min.

Step 2
The leader presents this version of the leadership pizza to demonstrate an example.
He assigns time for participants to prepare their own set of important leadership skills
and attributes and ask them to draw a pizza shape and label the slices with the items
they listed.

10 min.

Step 3
At this point, the leader may ask learners to share their drawings with the group and
explain which labels they have chosen. The learners may discuss certain decisions
and identify common patterns in the group's perception of a good leader. The leader
asks participants to assess themselves on a scale of 1 to 10 for each slice. (10 is the edge
if the slice, 1 is the core of the pizza). This self-assessment should serve as a baseline for
setting up their own personal goals for leadership development. The areas where the
learners find them weaker should receive more focus in their future development.

10 min.

Resources: Session Lab, www.sessionlab.com, in order to access the workshop, please sign
in for free and go to the following link
https://app.sessionlab.com/sessions/olGp5r?blockId=leadershippizza&dialog=method&tab=search

3. Create a Positive Work Climate Workshop Plan
Learning Objectives:
•
•

The learners will be inspired by this workshop to think about the different dimensions of
their own work ability, their role as professionals and their working conditions.
The learners will be able to develop their work abilities and their personal resources and to
understand that the development of all floors is important throughout the working career.
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The Work Ability House functions well and remains standing when the different floors
support each other.

Recommended group size: 10–20 participants
Estimated time: 1 hour 20 minutes
Materials needed: Flip chart, flip chart paper, felt-tip pens, the Work Ability House model
template, ordinary sheets of paper, adhesive tape and/or Blu-tack, vacant wall space
where flip chart sheets can be put up, a camera for taking pictures of the small groups’
output.
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Workshop steps:
Steps

Time

Step 1
Before the workshop begins, the workshop leader prepares the work-spaces for the
small groups (at least 3 members per group, at least 3 groups) in appropriate places and
for the appropriate number of people. The Work Ability House model is attached to
the wall and blank sheets of A4 paper are attached next to each floor. The leader may
also draw an illustration of the workshop’s procedure, goals and instructions on the
flip chart. The learners are divided into small groups of a minimum of three people.
Each group is given one flip chart sheet and felt-tip pens. The sheets and pens can be
distributed on the small groups’ desks ahead of time.

10 min.

Step 2
The workshop leader introduces the workshop and explains its objectives and
procedures. The leader then reads out his/her selected question, such as “What makes
an employee who has a high level of well-being?”. The leader provides an example of
how the exercise can be carried out and draws a car on the flip chart. The leader
points to the horn on the steering wheel of the car and explains how it could be
considered to represent the employee’s alertness, for instance. The leader writes this
information on the drawing. He/she may show and draw more than one example, if
he/she wishes to do so (Examples 1 and 2 on Page 10). The leader can also think about
the characteristics and parts of the car from his or her own perspective and share
personal examples. The number of examples should be kept moderate to prevent the
examples from excessively influencing the direction of the workshop activity. The
leader then invites the learners to think about the question and the characteristics of
the car from the perspective of themselves and their work. This helps with reflecting
on one’s own situation, especially when the participants do not represent the same
work community. The leader should remind the learners that there are no right or
wrong answers with regard to the characteristics of the car drawn. Instead, the
participants should be encouraged to include those characteristics that are important
to them.

20 min.

Step 3
Each small group selects a representative. The learners can also take this opportunity
to introduce themselves to the other group members if they are not already familiar
with each other. After this, the groups start working. The leader gives the groups
approximately 20 minutes to complete the drawing. The leader gives encouragement
to the small groups and monitors their progress. It is important that each learner
contributes at least one characteristic to the drawing of a car produced collectively by
the group. The leader should remind the groups to ensure that everyone makes a
contribution. When the small groups have completed their drawings, they are
attached to the wall. The representatives of the small groups take turns presenting
their group’s drawing to the other groups.

20 min.

Step 4
The leader introduces the Work Ability House model and explains its principles to the
learners. The characteristics mentioned in the drawings are placed on the different
floors of the Work Ability House. The characteristics are discussed one at a time and
their placement in the House is decided through joint discussion. The learners are
invited to highlight what they consider to be the most significant characteristics
mentioned in the drawings. The leader should point out that everyone’s viewpoint is
equally valuable and that perceptions can vary greatly between individuals, which
means that characteristics highlighted by other learners should be treated with an
open mind even if the person in question disagrees. As characteristics come up, the

10 min.
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leader writes them down on the sheets of paper next to each floor. A characteristic
may fit on more than one floor (Page 12). Not all of the characteristics mentioned in
the drawings need to be placed on the various floors of the house.
Step 5
If the learners represent the same work community following the placement of the
characteristics next to the Work Ability House, there are two options
• Each learner is requested to assign priorities to the characteristics noted next
to the floors of the house using the numbers 1–3. The characteristic perceived
to be the most important or the highest priority for development is given the
number 1, the next most important is given the number 2, and so on. At this
juncture, the leader should mention that if the learners feel that an important
characteristic is missing, they can add new characteristics next to the floors of
the house when they are assigning priorities to the characteristics.
• The learners are each given three votes, which they can cast by drawing short
vertical lines next to the characteristics they consider the most important or
the highest priorities for development. The learners can give all three votes to
one characteristic or divide the votes between multiple characteristics.

10 min.

Step 6
It is a good idea to take pictures of the output for later use. The summary of the
workshop is the shared view of all of the learners regarding the three most important
issues related to well-being at work as well as on potential development areas. The
leader then provides an oral summary of the characteristics that received the most
votes ranking them as the highest priority or had the largest number of vertical lines
drawn next to them. This is followed by a discussion of how to proceed from here and
what will be done about these matters. The activity serves as a primer for collective
discussion. The leader is responsible for ensuring that everyone has a clear
understanding of what the next steps are. If the discussion on a given issue is clearly
not finished, it is a good idea to agree on when it will continue. Sometimes group
discussions can leave thoughts simmering under the surface. For this reason, it would
be a good idea to provide a channel for the learners to communicate their thoughts
and feedback after the activity. This can be achieved by using feedback forms
distributed at the end of the workshop and other similar instruments

10 min.

Resources: Primer „A workshop model for promoting well-being at work and work
ability, 2017. Salmi Nina Nevanperä, Heli Hannonen, Merja Turpeinen, Sanna
Vehviläinen, Sirpa Lusa, Anne Punakallio, Satu Mänttäri, Kirsi Timonen, Susanna
Kemppainen, Eva Tuominen, Jaana Laitinen.
Finnish Institute of Occupational Health- What is the Work Ability House, p. 14.
https://www.ttl.fi/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/TTL_Primer_2017_NETTI.pdf

4. Getting Results through Others Workshop Plan
Learning objectives:
• The learners will be able to delegate and make decisions, these two skills are not a
binary thing: either I accomplish a task myself as a project manager I take a
decision, or I delegate it to a team member.
• The learners will be able how to deliberately choose an appropriate level of
delegation depending on the assessed situation. Which delegation level at the
learners should choose depends on the task (difficulty), the seniority of a team
member and the situation (e.g. time pressure).
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Recommended group size: 12 learners (3 learners X 4 teams)
Estimated time: 1 hour
Materials needed: Flipchart with a visualization of the 7 delegation levels, 49 cards (7
colorful cards per set, 7 sets, see below).

Workshop steps:
Steps

Time

Step 1
Introduce to the learners the aim of the session, and explain them the different
delegation levels first:
1 = TELL tell somebody to do a task/ take a decision as a manager,
2 = SELL the manager takes a decision and explains the advantages to team members,
3 = CONSULT manager decides on what to do and how to do it, but beforehand
consults a team member
4 = AGREE manager and team member decide together
5 = ADVISE the team member takes a decision, but beforehand consults the manager
6 = INQUIRE he manager inquires after a team member has taken a decision
7 = DELEGATE a team member takes a decision autonomously and does not need to
inform about the details

10 min.

Step 2
Each team starts by making a list of pre-defined cases or situations in which the
learners want to create a delegation policy, establishing who has what influence. This
can range from project design and authority to hiring new team members. Each team
plays this game differently, so the leader can follow some of the more common rules
we’re sharing here or he can make up his own. It’s all about organizing how each team
at delegation and self-organization. Use a visualization on a flipchart.

30 min.

Step 3
Group discussion: Reflect with the learners how delegation levels change when the
manager focuses rather on the employee and her or his needs or is rather oriented to
task accomplishment or both

20 min.

Resources: Management 3.0: Delegation and Empowerment, Leadership workshops and
Practices founded by Jurgen Appelo https://management30.com/empowerteams/delegation-empowerment/#7-levels-of-delegation
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Subchapter 6B. Self-management
It is well known that the extent to which a person achieves his or her goals and succeeds
in his/her personal and professional life pretty much depends on the level of motivation
and involvement for putting in place certain tasks leading to the desired final results.
Finding the motivation, the physical and emotional forces and the will to engage with
those tasks, to sometimes make compromises and to get out of one’s comfort zone is a
matter of self-influencing and self-management process. In addition, the level of our own
conviction about our vision and actions, directly impacts the way we influence others and
convince them to agree with us and help us in the achievement of our individual or
common goals (chapter 6A). As stated by A. Mersino (2007), if you cannot manage
yourself, you cannot manage others. Therefore, the ability to train and develop our selfinfluencing techniques and capacities helps to be more efficient, increases our flexibility
and ability to adapt to changing environments, makes us more goal-focused and protects
our wellbeing as we don’t live the “must do” tasks as an unpleasant burden.
This chapter helps VET advisors like you to learn more about the emotional intelligence
dimension of the ability to influence self. First, you will explore the essentials of this
ability and its corresponding competencies. Then, you will have access to two workshop
plans that you can use with your learners to support them in developing their selfinfluencing and self-management skills.

What you should know about self-management
According to some theories, the process of self-management is seen as the ability to be in
control of our emotions so that they do not control us (Mersino, 2007). This ability is not
only limited to the simple detection of the emotions and their stiffing in order to damp
down unpleasant experiences, but it could even go further to intentionally provoking
certain emotions (Goleman, 1998) or using them in order to obtain specific goals (Mayer &
Salovey, 1997). The ability to put our own momentary needs and emotions on hold and
continually manage our tendencies could help pursue larger, more important goals in
future (T. Bradberry, J. Greaves, 2005). Adele B. Lynn considers the personal influence as
“one’s ability to positively lead and inspire others as well as oneself” (A. Lynn, 2008, p.8).
Lynn observes personal influence in two dimensions: influencing others and influencing
self, where self-influence is determined by 5 key competences that you could help your
learners to develop:
● Self-confidence
● Initiative and accountability
● Goal orientation
● Optimism
● Flexibility and adaptability
Let’s shortly explore each of these five competencies that you can work on with your
learners:
● Self-confidence, which is appropriately believing in one’s skills or abilities. While
developing this competency, learners should acquire skills to realistically evaluate
their abilities and to demonstrate them in a convincing way to others. During your
work you should bring attention to the difference between confidence and
arrogance. A self-confident person knows how to take a position and express it
without offending his/her peers. Additionally, you can show your learners the
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importance of illustrating their abilities with concrete facts from their past and
present. You can provide counselling and training on verbal and nonverbal
communication as self-confidence is very often expressed even unwillingly through
the specific use of language, words and body language.
● Initiative and accountability which is being internally guided to take steps or actions
and taking responsibility for those actions. You can address this topic with your
learners at two stages: train their proactivity and force of initiative and evaluate the
consequences of initiatives in order to accept them and stand the responsibility. Train
your learners how to identify possible areas for initiatives in their work environment
and help them find the motivation to put the effort in those initiatives. Bring specific
attention to the notion of “accountability” as very often not taking the responsibility
after taking an initiative could lead to negative behaviors and frustration.
● Goal orientation, which is setting goals for oneself and living and working toward
those goals. While practicing goal orientation with your learners, discuss the
difference between internal and external goals and how to identify them. Emphasize
on the difference between initiative and goal orientation: one can generate a lot of
initiatives but without a common goal and a clear orientation while another person
could be very skilled in setting goals but lacks initiative when it comes to put in place
actions towards those goals.
Initiative is about taking action, goal orientation sets the direction for the action. You
can provide counselling and train your learners on how to set personal goals for each
of their different social roles. Teach them how to build an individual goal-setting
system. Another important aspect you should focus on is the identification of specific
professional goals in accordance with different positions and hierarchic levels.
If you wish to go further with this competency, you may work on the ability to set a
time framework for the achievement of different goals and to help your learners
develop emotional skills for facing the non-achievement of goals.
● Optimism, which is having a tendency to look at the bright side of things and to be
hopeful for the best. If you wish to work on this competency with your learners, start
from identifying their level of optimism/pessimism about concrete situations from
their experience or placing them in hypothetical situations. Then you can train and
coach your learners on how to see the difficulties as challenging opportunities and
find the energy or willingness to take on difficult tasks. Teach them how to face
challenges with a positive mood and good morale, and to accept failure as a chance
for improvement and a step closer to the success.
● Flexibility and adaptability, which is the ability to adapt to the needs of others or
situations as appropriate. Your learning and training mission when working on the
development of these competencies with your learners is to help them evaluate and
increase their flexibility in thinking, making decisions and behaving in order to be
able to respond to ever-changing conditions, situations, people and technologies in
their working environment. Especially today, when digital technologies and
robotization impact more and more all production processes, the ability to let go of the
past and get ready for the future is crucial when it comes to labor integration.
“Adapting to technology, new markets, global influences, mergers and acquisitions,
new systems, new bosses, new building space, and even virtual space all exercise our
flexibility muscle.” (Lynn, 2008). Flexibility and adaptability is also strongly related to
your learners’ team working skills as it has to do with the ability to rearrange and
accommodate to others. You can guide your learners to exercise their empathy and
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ability to give-and-take interaction with others. Teach your learners about the
relative dimension of “successful behaviors”. A successful behavior in one situation
could lead to a failure in another environment. You can train your learners in the
ability to understand the environment and then adjust their behavior to obtain the
desired result.
How influencing self can help your learners and why it is relevant in the work-life?
Understanding and training their self-influencing skills, can support your learners in the
following ways:
● Increasing their self-confidence will help your learners to take more risks, to
overcome challenges, to target better job opportunities, to grow, and to succeed in
taking on difficult tasks.
● Understanding the dimensions of self-confidence will allow your learners to
demonstrate confidence at the workplace avoiding the risk of being arrogant and
offending others;
● Increasing their ability to take initiatives will make your learners more proactive
in their search for job opportunities and will allow them to be more independent
and to perform better in their workplace by being sources of ideas for
improvement for their teams and organizations;
● Knowing how to set goals will give better orientation in the job searching process
of your learners and will help them to evaluate their priorities both in their
personal and professional occupations;
● Self-confidence and optimism will increase the motivation of your learners and
will ease the process of labor integration;
● By developing their optimism and skills to see opportunities in every challenging
situation will improve your learners perseverance and effective problem solving
and will ensure good health, and even long life and freedom from trauma;
● Flexibility and adaptability will improve your learners’ occupational success and
popularity and will increase their chances for finding a job position and fitting into
its requirements.
In the following section, we will present in detail tree workshop plans you can use with
your learners to support them to realistically evaluate and improve their self-influence
skills. However, there are multiple activities and resources you can use to support your
learners in this learning process about themselves, such as personality tests, selfreflection and analysis activities, visual methods, planning tools, etc.

Resources:

● Mersino, Anthony C. 2007. Emotional intelligence for project managers: the people
skills you need to achieve outstanding results.
● Daniel Goleman, 1998. Working with Emotional Intelligence. Bathnal Books.
● Mayer & Salovey, 1997. “What is emotional intelligence?”, P. Salovey & D. Sluyter (Eds).
● Travis Bradberry and Jean Greaves, 2005. The emotional intelligence quick book:
everything you need to know to put your EQ to work.
● Lynn, A. B. 2005. The EQ Difference: A Powerful Program for Putting Emotional
Intelligence to Work.
● Lynn, A. B. 2008. The EQ Interview: Finding Employees with High Emotional
Intelligence.
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Workshop Plans
Support your learners to gain self-management skills
1. “Act as if” Workshop Plan
Learning objectives:
● The learner will understand how to adopt behaviors which might differ their
emotional state. As a consequence, the emotional state of the learner will be
influenced by the adopted behavior.
● Learners will train the following abilities: going out of their comfort zone, comply with
external circumstances besides their own needs and wills, self-confidence, initiative,
goal orientation, optimism, flexibility.
Recommended group size: 5 to 15 learners
Estimated time: 60 min
Materials needed: large space, so that all participants could form a circle; music devise, so
you can play some background music.
Workshop steps:
Steps
Step 1
Start by presenting the “act as if” technique as one of the most powerful tools
used by cognitive behavioral therapy as well as in acting practices and trainings.
Acting as if can help your learners work through habits and patterns that
interfere them from achieving the desired goals. It is extremely useful tool for
changing thoughts, beliefs, and attitudes,

Time
5 min.

The technique is also popularly known as “fake it till you make it” and you may
illustrate your presentation with the example of The Wolf of Wall Street: “Act
as if! Act as if you’re a wealthy man, rich already, and then you’ll surely become
rich. Act as if you have unmatched confidence and then people will surely have
confidence in you. Act as if you have unmatched experience and then people will
follow your advice. And act as if you are already a tremendous success, and as sure
as I stand here today – you will become successful.” – Jordan Belfort, Wolf of Wall
Street.
Acting as if is very powerful tool that simply consist in behaving, thinking, and
feeling as if we already have something we want, or that something we want to
happen is already occurring in our lives, or that we already know how to do
something we really want to do.
Briefly ask your learners to reflect on this and to share their experience in case
they have already used a similar approach in their job searching process.
Step 2
Put some dynamic music as a background
Ask your learners to form a circle.
Then assign to each of them a role. For example:
“Act as if you are scared of the dark.”
“Act as if you are a millionaire.”
“Act as if you suspect your husband of infidelity.”
“Act as if you are a winner of the Oscar”
“Act as if you have just been promoted a CEO of the company”

20 min.
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Now ask each participant to go one by one in the center of the circle and behave
according to the assigned role. Participants may interact with the rest of the
group or act individually. Each “performance” should last no more than 2 min.
When everyone has participated, ask the group to share very briefly what was
difficult for them and how did they feel during the exercise.
Step 3
Now ask each participant to Identify the automatic thought or dysfunctional
belief that is getting in his/her way to the desired job position.
Ask them also to identify all of the things they would do if they believed the
exact opposite of that thought.
Now ask them to go again one by one in the center and illustrate those opposite
thoughts with one statement.
When everyone has participated, ask the group to share very briefly what was
difficult for them and how did they feel during the exercise.
Step 4
Discuss and reflect more in detail about the two exercises with the group of
learners. Invite each participant to compare the two experiences and to explain
how he/she felt before, during and after the exercise. Ask participants to give
feedback on the performances of the others and to compare the credibility of the
performances in the two exercises.

20 min.

10 min.

You may ask them further questions such as:
- What would stop you to “act as if” in a real situation?
- What could be the possible consequences for you / for the others?
- How do you plan to overcome the difficulties that you have experienced
during the exercise?
- Have you learned something new about yourself?
Step 5
Advice your learners to keep repeating the performed behaviors on a daily basis
for at least a month and observe the effect. Does it become easier? Does it have
an impact on their daily lives? etc.
Tell them to think about other behaviors that they would like to change and to
repeat the exercise with those other examples.

5 min.

This exercise is inspired by A.B. Lynn, The EQ Difference, 2005, p. 220 and the Cognitive
behavior therapy practices.

2. But I didn’t mean… Workshop Plan
Learning objectives:
● Through this exercise, your learners will see how to think about the result of their
behavior rather than the intention of their behavior.
● The exercise should help to improve their empathy and their ability to resolve conflict.
They will develop the ability to see their behavior from the other person’s point of
view.
● It would help the learner influence his/her actions more easily in order to achieve
better results.
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Recommended group size: 10 to 20 learners
Estimated time: 50 min
Materials needed: paper, pen, Intentions Worksheet as shown below.
Workshop steps:
Steps
Step 1:
Talk to the learners about the word “intention.” Ask them to share their ideas
about the meaning of the word intention. Explain that our intentions are not
visible to the people with whom we interact. The only way that intention
becomes visible is through behavior and words. Give some personal examples of
when intention and behavior are aligned and misaligned.

Time
5 min.

Step 2:
1. Give each learner a worksheet.
2. Ask them to think about an incident where their intentions didn’t match
their words or behaviors.
3. Ask them to complete the worksheet.

15 min

Step 3:
After each learner has filled in the worksheet, invite them to present their cases
one by one.
Use the occasion to discuss with the group each case and invite them to reflect in
detail about their opinions and feelings about the mentioned situations.
You may use the following questions to support the dynamics of the discussion:

20 min

●
●
●

●

What is the benefit of reflecting on occasions when our intention did not
have the intended result?
How can we use this information to improve our interactions with others?
Why is it important to think about an alternative way to behave? (By
thinking about an alternative way that we could have behaved, we are
preparing ourselves and practicing so that we are better equipped for the
next occasion.)
What can we do after the fact? (Talking about the situation with the other
party is always recommended so we can clear the air. It also gives you an
opportunity to offer an apology and to fully understand the other person’s
perspective.)

Attention: Ensure that during the exercise learners do not blame the other
person by saying such things as: “You misunderstood,” or “You’re very sensitive,”
or “You didn’t listen to me.” The purpose of this exercise is to help participants
examine their behavior and how that behavior could have been changed to
achieve a better result.
Step 4:
At the end of the exercise, you may ask the following questions:
● “How did you feel during the exercise?”
● “Have you learned something new about yourselves?”
● “How might you be willing to use what we discussed today in your daily
work/job search?”

10 min
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Intentions Worksheet
I said or I did…

I meant…

The result…

Example: “I didn’t
think it was a big
deal.”

I thought we could get
it done without much
effort.

You thought I didn’t
think it was
important.

I could have
said/done…
“I’d be happy to help. I
don’t think it will take
very long to complete.
When would you like
to begin?”

This exercise is inspired by A.B. Lynn, Quick emotional intelligence activities for busy
managers, 2007, p. 108.

3. Goal Setting Workshop Plan
Learning objectives:
● Make your learners understand the importance of each of their social roles and define
goals for each role
● Understand the importance of having a balance in the achievement of each roleconnected goal
● Learn how to set SMART goals
Recommended group size: 15 to 25 learners
Estimated time: 60 min
Materials needed: paper, pen, Goals Worksheet as shown below.
Workshop steps:
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Steps
Step 1
Start by presenting to your learners the concept of 4 identities as shown on the
picture:

Time
10 min.

Future

Programmed
identity

Created
identity
Me

The others

Reflected
identity

Remembered
identity
Past

The Programmed identity is related to how our parents, friends, colleagues,
managers etc. expect us to grow and develop in our personal and professional
roles. It is strongly related to the expectations of the society we live in.
The Reflected identity is how those others (parents, friends, etc.) see us based on
our real behavior and achievements.
The Remembered identity represents our personal opinion about ourselves and
about our achievements based on our past experiences. It is important to point
out that if we have been good at dancing 10 years ago and we haven’t danced
since then, we might have lost those skills. Same as if we didn’t know how to
write essays 5 years ago, but we have gone to an essay writing class during the
last month, we now have better writing skills. It is important to evaluate our
identity at the present moment!
The Created identity is where we would like to go. It is related to the best
interpretation of ourselves in future as we wish it to be. This is the identity that
should be considered when setting future goals.
Step 2
Now ask your learners to identify 4 social roles that they currently have.
The first role should always be “Me”. Ask them to think what their
responsibilities are, desires, expectations in terms of personal needs and wishes.
Then they might add a “family role” (sister, mother, son etc.) and a “professional
role” (manager, cashier, nurse, etc.), a “specific social group role” (friend, sport
team member, theatre class member etc.), and so on…
Step 3
Present the “SMART” goal concept:
S – a goal should be Specific
M – a goal should be measurable
A – a goal should be achievable
R – a goal should be relevant to a specific personal role
T – a goal should be limited with a time framework.
Step 4
Now ask your learners to use the Goal Worksheet (first 2 columns) and to
identify a goal for each of the 4 roles they have previously defined.
Give them the following guidelines:

5 min.

5 min.

10 min.
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1. Think about your created identity. For example, I would like to speak
Spanish.
2. Think about goals that are Relevant to this identity at the current
moment. For example: I work with a lot of Spanish people and mastering
the language would help me in my work.
3. Formulate those goals in a very Specific and Measurable way. For
example: Master Spanish language at a C2 level.
4. Evaluate I this goal is Achievable? Are you very good at learning
languages? Do you have the needed time to dedicate? Etc.
5. Set a Time framework in which you would like to achieve that goal. For
example: In 10 months, to master Spanish language at a C2 level.
Step 5
After defining the goals, invite each learner to present them and discuss the
outcomes and the thoughts and feelings that participant had during the
exercise.
What were the difficulties they met?
Step 6
Ask your learners to think what are the tasks that they should execute in order
to get closer to the defined goals and in what order they should implement those
tasks?
Discuss the importance of setting priorities. The prioritization is the force to say
“Yes” to the important tasks and “No” to the less important once. Ask them to fill
in the last two columns of the Goal Worksheet.
Step 7
To finish the exercise, you may discuss with the learners the overall experience
and ask them whether they have discovered something new about themselves
and how they will use the SMART technique in their job search process.

15 min.

10 min.

5 min.

Goal Worksheet
Role

Goal

Example: Master
degree Student

Graduate my Master
course

Tasks during the next
week
Read the first two
chapters of the
Economy book

Tasks during the
next month
Read the 5 chapters
of the economy
book.

This exercise is inspired by Sean Covey book “The 7 habits of highly efficient teens”.
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Chapter 7.
Managing professional & personal goals
As one of the main dimensions of emotional intelligence, mastery of purpose and vision
supports your learners to discover more about themselves and find the jobs or follow the
career path that matches their values, interests, skills, likes, motivations, strengths, etc.
Why is purpose important? Richard N. Bolles, author of the best-seller What Color is Your
Parachute? - one of the best career guides for the last four-five decades - has the best
answer that perfectly describes the current situation of the labor market and of those
looking for their first job or for changing their careers: “Most job-hunters who fail to find
their dream job, fail not because they lack sufficient information about the job market,
but because they lack sufficient information about themselves” (2012, Kindle edition, Loc.
3352).
This chapter helps VET advisors like you to learn more about the emotional intelligence
dimension of mastery of purpose and vision. First, you will explore the essentials of this
ability and its corresponding competencies. You will then have access to two workshop
plans that you can use with your learners to support them in finding their purpose,
defining their values, and planning to take action towards their professional goals.

What you should know about mastery of purpose & vision
Adele B. Lynn considers the mastery of purpose and vision as one of the core areas of
emotional intelligence, being “both the reason we strive for emotional intelligence and the
driver that keeps us anchored” (2005, p. 42). Thus, she defines it as “the ability to bring
authenticity to one’s life and live out one’s intentions and values” (Lynn, 2008, p. 129). This
ability helps us to manage our emotions and relationships with others. In the updated
ability model of emotional intelligence of Mayer, Caruso & Salovey (2016), this ability
could be identified in the fourth branch - Managing Emotions, in the following areas of
reasoning: “Evaluate strategies to maintain, reduce, or intensify an emotional response”,
respectively “Effectively manage one’s own emotions to achieve a desired outcome” (p.
294).
To support your learners successfully, you should get familiar with the competencies that
they should gain in order to achieve the mastery of purpose and vision. According to
Lynn (2008), there are three core competencies. Thus, your learners should be able to:
1. Understand their life purpose and values;
2. Take action to achieve this purpose;
3. Reach authenticity in their work-life.
Let’s shortly explore each of these three competencies that your learners should develop:
1. By understanding their purpose and values, the learners should learn how to
discover and understand themselves, identifying and defining clearly their values,
interests, motivations, skills, talents, strengths, etc. Thus, your counseling and
training services should guide them in this learning process while supporting them
to understand how a clear purpose helps them get the job they always wanted.
By now, you might ask yourself what the purpose is. We think that the best
answer to your question is the one given by Matthew Kelly in his book The Dream
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Manager: “A person’s purpose is to become the-best-version-of-himself or herself”
(2007, p. 21). Help your learners to discover what is their best version they want to
thrive for. Also, teach them that this is not a problem-solving process but a learning
one that happens in stages, exploring and experiencing life (Bolles, 2017).
2. Your learners also should know that it is not enough to discover their purpose and
values, to improve their emotional intelligence and work life. They should also be
able to take action to achieve their purpose and live their values. You could help
them determine what actions they need to take and what motivates them to take
those actions. They should also learn specific techniques to achieve their goals and
dreams to mobilize their energy for their purpose. They should employ self-control,
discipline, the right calibration of emotions, and building good relationships with
others. Finally, they should be able to identify apathy and negativity generated by
the lack of connection between their work and their purpose and values.
3. Finally, your learners should learn how to become authentic and transparent. As
a VET advisor, you should guide them to understand and align their motives,
actions, intentions, values, and purpose. Having all these aligned helps the learners
live a work-life with fewer conflicts and frustrations and more rewarding and
trustworthy relationships. The learners should learn how to identify the negative
emotions from conflicting values or goals, manage the emotions, and take a new
approach in their work-life. Finally, they should learn that in relationships,
authenticity simply means to honor commitments and promises.
How can mastery of purpose & vision help your learners, and why is it relevant in the
work-life?
Exploring the benefits of the mastery of purpose & vision, as Lynn (2005, 2008) present
them, we learn that these competencies of understanding own purpose and values, taking
actions towards these, and living an authentic life can support your learners as following:
● Identifying purpose and values help the learners to find jobs that satisfy them and
live with fewer frustrations, stress, or other negative emotions. As Clark,
Osterwalder, and Pigneur (2012) say: “Dream jobs are more often created than
found (...) creating one requires strong self-knowledge” (p. 84).
● Knowing their purpose makes it much easier for learners to determine what
emotional responses should serve this purpose and which emotional responses will
sabotage it. Thus, they can effectively manage their emotions to achieve a specific
purpose for themselves.
● Approaching the work-life through a greater purpose, the learners will have a
better understanding of where to put their energy, and they will waste less time
and resources on negative moments and emotions.
● Clear purpose and values also aid the decision-making process when learners face
job or life difficult choices.
● Purpose keeps anyone motivated and engaged in their job, work, and life.
● When they take action towards their purpose, the learners gain a feeling of selfcontrol, empowerment, and happiness.
● When trying to align motives, actions, intentions, values, and purpose, the learners
will not seek to fit in organizations that are against their values or purpose and find
better jobs for themselves.
● Authenticity helps them achieve a high level of trust and respect among their
teams and improve their work relationships.
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In the following section, we will present in detail two workshop plans you can use with
your learners to support them to identify their purpose and make plans to take action
towards their purpose and values. However, you can use multiple activities and resources
to support your learners in this learning process about themselves, such as personality
tests, self-reflection, and analysis activities, visual methods, planning tools, etc. Many of
these are available in the resources mentioned in this short introduction.

Resources

● Bolles, R. N. 2012 & 2017. What Color is Your Parachute? A Practical Manual for
Job-Hunters and Career-Changers.
● Clark, T., Osterwalder, A., Pigneur, Y. 2012. Business Model You. A One-Page
Method for Reinventing Your Career.
● Kelly, M. 2007. The Dream Manager.
● Lynn, A. B. 2005. The EQ Difference: A Powerful Program for Putting Emotional
Intelligence to Work.
● Lynn, A. B. 2008. The EQ Interview: Finding Employees with High Emotional
Intelligence.
● Mayer, J.D., Caruso, D. R., Salovey, P. 2016. The ability model of emotional
intelligence: principles and updates. Emotion Review. Vol. 8, No. 4, pp. 290-300.

Workshop Plans
Support your learners to gain mastery of purpose & vision
1. Multiple Roles Workshop Plan
Learning objectives:
● The learners will be able to define themselves, understanding their values, in a
way that helps move their work-life forward;
● The learners will be able to identify careers/jobs that would match their values,
interests, motivations, or likes.
Recommended group size: 10 to 20 learners
Estimated time: 60 min (1 hour)
Materials needed: big sticky notes or A4/A5 color paper sheets, pens, markers
Workshop steps:
Steps

Time

Step 1
Introduce the exercise by presenting the participants the view of Richard N.
Bolles on “job-hunting” (see above): “Most job-hunters who fail to find their dream
job fail not because they lack information about the job market, but because they
lack information about themselves”. The idea is to show the learners that, most of
the time, it is not about the jobs that are out there for them, but about learning
more about who they are, what they can do, what is their added value, and what
they would like for themselves in this life.

5 min.

Ask the learners to reflect on this and share in the whole group their ideas or
experiences they might have that could relate to this approach to the job market.
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Step 2
Tell the learners that you introduce them to a powerful and fast tool developed
by Richard N. Bolles, called “Who am I?”. This tool helps them identify the
multiple roles they currently identify with and determine the everyday things
that usually make them feel excited, fulfilled, useful, satisfied, etc.

5 min.

Ask each learner to take ten big sticky notes or ten blank sheets of color paper. At
the top of each paper sheet, they have to write down the question: “Who am I?”
Each learner answers the “Who am I?” question, identifying ten relevant roles
they currently play in their personal or professional life, such as student,
son/daughter, speaker, writer, engineer, etc.
The learners reflect and answer by writing or drawing each role on a different sheet
of paper/sticky note.
Step 3
Invite the learners to form pairs and to help each other to analyze the roles. The
learners should ask and discuss each role:
1) why they chose that role/why it is important to them;
2) what excites them/makes them happy/brings them joy about that role.

20 min.

For instance, for “speaker”, one person may enjoy the attention, recognition,
delivery of powerful or motivational speeches, networking; while, for “writer”,
one person may enjoy the opportunity for self-expression, creative work, public
recognition, etc.
The learners will reflect and discuss in pairs, and then they will write down their
answers for the two questions under each of the ten roles.
Step 4
In pairs, ask the learners to help each other to prioritize the roles by discussing
and deciding which roles are more important to them. The most important roles
should stay on top, while the less important roles will go at the bottom of the
stack of sheets/sticky notes.

20 min.

The learners are asked to visualize the roles and priorities in their lives and reflect on
the things they wrote under each role to identify the common denominators in
those ten responses.
For instance, using the examples above of the “writer” and “speaker”, the common
denominator would be the “recognition”. The learners will write down the
common denominators on a separate sheet.
Explain to the learners how these denominators, which continuously repeat in
their most relevant professional or personal roles, represent their core values,
likes, interests, and motivations. These made them choose those roles or enjoyed
those roles in the way in which they described it.
Step 5
Ask some learners to share their results, the “aha” moments they had in the
exercise, with the whole group.

10 min.

Discuss and reflect together with the learners on the results they obtained. Explain
to them that these common denominators are their starting points for their
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search for a dream job or a specific career path because these are the things that
bring them excitement, joy, satisfaction, happiness, etc.
You could also ask some follow-up questions or extend the activity with more
reflection and discussion moments starting from these questions:
- What kind of jobs do you think you should search for yourselves now
that you know what makes you feel happy/excited?
- How would you promote yourself, how would you build your brand (in
your resumes or social media accounts) now that you know your most
important professional roles and professional
expectations/values/likes/interests?

This workshop plan was inspired by the Multiple Roles exercise from:
Clark, T., Osterwalder, A., Pigneur, Y. 2012. Business Model You. A One-Page Method for
Reinventing Your Career, pp. 93-95.

2. The Personal Business Model Canvas Workshop Plan
Learning objectives:
● The learners will be able to visualize the value they can provide to any employer or
their own business,
● The learners will clarify what actions they need to take to advance their
professional purposes.
Recommended group size: 10 to 20 learners
Estimated time: 100 min (approx. 1.5 hours)
Materials needed: sticky notes, flipchart paper sheets, markers, pens
Workshop steps:
Steps

Time

Step 1
Introduce the session’s aim to the learners more precisely to help them design
their professional business model for earning a living while considering who they
are, what they own, and what they would like to do.

30 min.

Ask the learners to build a visual model of who they are, what they want, what
they would like to do, and what their vision about them is. They should think
that their future employer or current employer asks them to introduce
themselves with the help of such a visual model built on a single flipchart paper
sheet. Ask them to imagine how they would structure this presentation, how
they would make it more visual, and what kind of information they would
include.
Once they are done, ask some of them to present their models to the group and
discuss some similarities or differences among them.
Step 2
Tell the learners that such a visual model of presenting their professional vision
already exists, and it was designed to support people that want to start or change
their career. Introduce them the Personal Business Model Canvas developed by
Clark, T., Osterwalder, A., Pigneur (2012), as both an analyzing and planning tool
for visualizing their professional path. Join for free the Business Model You

45 min.
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community, and you may download the canvas at this link:
https://community.businessmodelyou.com/.
Explain the canvas by introducing each of the following blocks with concrete
examples (you could build these specific examples from your own professional
career or from particular occupations you consider relevant for the learners):
1. Key resources - who you are and what you have (the learners should
identify their strongest interests, abilities, skills, personality, knowledge,
experience, networking, assets, etc.);
2. Key activities - what you do (the key activities are driven by key resources,
which are critical tasks the learners could perform for specific customers;
these should also include the most important activities that distinguish
their occupations from others, similar to a unique selling point);
3. Customers - who you help (the learners should think about who would be
the organizations/the people that would pay for their key activities; who
could be those companies/people interested in the activities, resources,
values they can offer);
4. The value provided - how you help the customers (the learners should think
about the benefits that their customers could get from their key activities);
5. Channels - how they know you/how you deliver (the learners should think
about how the customers they defined in block 3. will discover, select
them among others, and how they could benefit from the values
identified in block 4.);
6. Customer relationship - how you interact (the learners should think about
how they would like to serve their customers - in person, face-to-face,
online, through “hands-off” experiences, etc.);
7. Key partners - who help you (the learners should think of their supporters,
mentors, coaches, advisors, or any other persons that could help them
with motivation, advice, opportunities to grow, recommendations,
additional resources, etc.)
8. Revenues and benefits - what you get (the learners should think about what
kind of income and job benefits they would like, including unquantifiable
benefits, such as satisfaction, recognition, happiness, community
involvement, etc.)
9. Costs - what you give (the learners should think about the “expenses” they
are ready to make for their new professional plan/new job they want,
such as time, energy, stress, money for commuting, training, devices,
clothes, etc.)
Ask the participants to go back to their own visual models developed in Step 1,
transfer information from there, and add more info about themselves into this
new visual tool - Personal Business Model Canvas.
Step 3
Split the learners into pairs and ask them to present each other the Personal
Business Model Canvas they made for themselves. They should have reflective
discussions over their models, ask each other questions, give feedback, and, if
needed, involve you in helping them better understand all the canvas’ blocks and
how they could serve their general professional model.

15 min.

Step 4
Finally, discuss in the big group how this visual model helped them to reflect and
plan what they should get out of their current or future career. Invite the
learners to share:
- the lessons they learned in the process;

10 min.
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-

what they discovered about themselves;
what were the areas they did not consider so far, through any other
similar processes;
how they would use the canvas in the future.

This workshop plan was inspired by the Personal Business Model Canvas developed and
presented in Clark, T., Osterwalder, A., Pigneur, Y. 2012. Business Model You. A One-Page
Method for Reinventing Your Career, pp. 93-95.
Quickly learn how to fill out the Personal Business Model Canvas, by watching this video
prepared by the main author of the book Business Model You. A One-Page Method for
Reinventing Your Career: Tim Clark, How to Diagram Your Personal Business Model the
Quick Way.
The Personal Business Model Canvas adapted from Business Model You. A One-Page

Method for Reinventing Your Career

7. Key Partners 2. Key
Who helps you Activities
What you do

1. Key
Resources
Who you are
and what you
have

9. Costs
What you give

4. Value
Provided
How you help

6. Customer
Relationships
How you
interact

3. Customers
Who you help

5. Channels
How they know
you and how
you deliver

8. Revenue and Benefits
What you get
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Chapter 8.
Understanding EILM test on Emotional
Intelligence
What you should know about emotional intelligence and how it
can be measured?
Emotions accompany us in almost every moment of our everyday life. We can feel
happiness at the moment of buying a new car (the stress of using it and ... paying off the
loan will be felt later). We can be upset by a computer, which has frozen or slowed down
at the least appropriate moment. We are often moved by the book we read. The most
significant, however, are emotions evoked by people with whom we interact in our
everyday life. Moreover, these interactions create reciprocal feelings of mutual
understanding or repulsion depending upon the current situation or mood – ours or
theirs. Much depends also on the type of relations with other people. Whether we think
them to be trustworthy and friendly or cunning and evil-minded, and what are their real
intentions. It results in different emotions we experience and in various emotional
reactions of others. As a consequence, a constellation of personality traits and experiences
acquired during life is created. The quality of this constellations makes it possible to
establish successful relationships and to solve problems that might arrive or leads to
failure and social isolation. One of important factors conferring the success is emotional
intelligence. It should be also born in mind that:

We need emotional intelligence to regulate social interactions (and not
for itself), hence, it is the most important adaptive factor of human
activity.
Experts define emotional intelligence as a set of abilities (Salovey and Mayer, 1989-1990),
qualities or competencies (Goleman, 1997) or emotional and social knowledge and skills
(Bar-On, 2000) that enable us to effectively deal with environmental requirements and to
take effective actions in complex everyday situations. Yet a balance between emotions
and reasoning must be maintained to make our actions fruitful. Cognitive processes make
it possible to recognize, control, and consciously manage our own emotions as well as
those of others. At the same time, emotions have an impact on maintaining an
appropriate level of active involvement.
The attractiveness of EI models reflects their theoretical-practical usefulness. It is argued
that our knowledge and awareness of emotional intelligence enables us to solve many
problems, take preventive measures to protect physical and mental health and act
effectively in schools, businesses and organizations (Seligman and Csikszentmihalyi,
2000).
Structure of emotional intelligence
The concept of emotional intelligence has got attention due to the publications of Peter
Salvey and John D. Mayer (1990) and Daniel Goleman (1995). Robert Plutchik's
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psychoevolutionary theory of emotion (1980) is less known. Although he is not a creator
of the idea of emotional intelligence his approach to the complexity of emotions will be of
use for our considerations. Salovey and Mayer represent a conservative approach and
treat it as a separate phenomenon. They stress the role of cognitive processes and define
emotional intelligence as a set of abilities to cognitively process emotional information
(carried by or concerning emotions) and, in particular, to recognize and regulate one's own
and other's emotions and use them to guide thinking and action. On the other hand,
Goleman takes a more eclectic approach, and conjoins emotional intelligence with social
intelligence. He also emphasizes individual differences concerning EI components, such as
the scope of perception, processing, and regulation and use of emotional information. He
argues that intelligence, perseverance, determination and vision, traditionally identified
with leadership abilities, are important indicators of success. But he points out that real
effectiveness, especially in professions related to managing other people's work, is
determined by a high level of emotional intelligence.
Four Branch Model of emotional intelligence of Peter Meyer and John D. Salovey
The model comprises the following branches:
1. The ability to perceive emotions in oneself and others accurately.
2. The ability to use emotions to facilitate thinking.
3. The ability to understand emotions, emotional language, and the signals conveyed by
emotions.
4. The ability to manage emotions so as to attain specific goals.
These four branches have been depicted in a graphical form by Marina Fiori (Fiori and
Vesely-Maillefer, 2017) and can be found at
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-90633-1_2#citeas. However, we
propose a slightly different scheme, based on Mayer's article (2004), which takes into
account the specificity of the ordering of the factors identified. The scheme is presented in
figure 1.
PERCEPTION
OF EMOTIONS

EMOTIONAL
FACILITATION OF
THINKING

UNDERSTANDING
EMOTIONS

MANAGING
EMOTIONS

Figure 1. The four branches of emotional intelligence.
Perception of emotions. It is a basic adaptive component of our biological equipment. It
enables us to express and recognize emotional states and is a key element of social
communication. Its biological basis makes it possible for us to use this kind of knowledge
about emotions intuitively, unconsciously, but generally correctly. It concerns mainly
basic emotions, such as joy, anger, sadness or fear. The ability to express and perceive
these emotions is provided by the older limbic structures of our brain. Yet in the course of
evolution, the work of the limbic system human started to be controlled by the new
cortex, making possible the cognitive evaluation of the events that occur in the world. It is
linked not only to the higher mental processes but also with the control of emotions and
behavior which depend to a considerable degree upon the work of the frontal lobes. In
this way an ability to express, experience, and recognize emotions has evolved.
Emotional facilitation of thinking. Meyer and Salovey state that this is also a basic level.
They argue that processing emotional information in the cognitive system directs and
promotes thinking. In other words, "emotional input" may support thought processes,
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direct attention to important information, and encourage specific problem approaches. It
may also facilitate the development of creative thinking.
Understanding emotions. It is an ability to treat emotions as a specific communication
code. For example, experiencing happiness can be a message indicating a desire to
maintain contact with others, while anger or fear may contain information about possible
defensive strategies: aggression or escape. Thus, understanding emotions means being
able to label emotions and recognize relations among them as well as understanding
complex feelings. (Mayer, 2004, p. 5). The authors believe it to be crucial for EI.
Emotional management. It is an ability to consciously monitor emotions concerning
yourself and others. It means reflective regulation of emotions, controlling them and
judging their informativeness and utility. In other words, it is an ability of self-control,
and of effective realization of one's own and other goals in different social settings.
According to Mayer, Caruso, and Salovey (2004, p. 210), emotionally intelligent people
have the following characteristics:
• They can perceive emotions better than others, use them in thinking, understand
their meaning, and manage them. Solving problems probably requires less
cognitive effort from them.
• They score higher in verbal, social, and other intelligence tests, especially if they
score higher in the EI branch on understanding emotions.
• They tend to be more open and friendly than others.
• They are more likely to do jobs that require social interaction, such as teaching and
counseling.
• They are less likely to engage in destructive, negative behaviors such as smoking,
excessive drinking, drugs, abuse, or violent episodes with others.
• They feel bound to their family and home and establish positive in social
interactions, especially if they score high in the emotion management part of the
test.
• They are more motivated and capable to achieve their goals and to fulfill their
mission.
• Work on the EI model is still ongoing. After nearly 20 years, Mayer and co-authors
(2016) conducted a review, identifying 25 skills that make up the EI structure.
However, the four factors identified in the original version are still treated by the
authors as the basic features of EI.
Daniel Goleman's model
The model of Mayer, Caruso and Salovey became an inspiration for Goleman's interest in
emotional intelligence. However, Goleman was primarily interested in the pragmatics
aspect of EI so he focused on these dimensions of emotional intelligence that may be of use
in working conditions. He argues that there is still a chasm between the mind and heart,
or more technically, between cognition and emotions (Goleman, 2001, p. 13). He defines
emotional intelligence as the capacity for recognizing our own feelings and those of others,
for motivating ourselves and for managing emotions effectively in ourselves and others.
While an emotional and social competency is a learned capacity, based on emotional
intelligence, which contributes to effective performance at work
(http://www.eiconsortium.org/pdf/ESCI_user_guide.pdf).
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The main factors of Goleman’s model include:

1. Self-awareness - the ability to recognize emotions, understand habitual emotional
reactions, the impact of emotional states on behavior and performance
2. Managing one's own emotions - the ability to concentrate and think clearly even
when experiencing strong emotions, taking responsibility for oneself, and making
decisions that you do not regret later.
3. Self-motivation – the ability to achieve goals, initiative, and perseverance when
faced with difficulties or failures
4. Empathy - the ability to feel, understand and respond to other people's emotional
states
5. Social skills - the ability to manage and inspire others by influencing their
emotions

In his later work Goleman (2001) identifies four main EI domains: self-awareness, selfmanagement, social awareness, and relationship management, which include a total of 12
competencies that affect productivity:
• Self-awareness, i.e. recognizing and understanding one's own emotions. It is linked
to (1) emotional self-awareness;
• Self-management, or effective management of one's own emotions, includes such
competencies as (2) emotional self-control, (3) performance orientation, (4) positive
outlook and (5) adaptability;
• Social awareness, relating to recognizing and understanding emotions a of others,
linked to such competencies as (6) empathy and (7) organizational awareness;
• Relationship management, which involves using awareness of one's own emotions
to increase effectiveness in dealing with others. This factor comprises such
competencies as (8) influencing others, (9) coaching and mentoring, (10) conflict
management, (11) inspiring leadership and (12) teamwork.
The competence mentioned above are presented in figure 2.

Self-awareness

emotional self-awareness;

Sef-management

emotional self-control

performance orientation

Social awareness

empathy

organizational wareness

Relactionship management

influencing others

coaching and mentoring

pozitive outlook

adaptability

conflict management

inspiring leadership

team work

Figure 2. The graphic model of emotional competencies according to Goleman.
The Bar-On Model of Emotional Social Intelligence Model (ESI)
The model assumes that emotional and social competence are interrelated and both
influence our behavior. It comprises five main factors (Bar-On, 1997, 2007, p. 4) are:
1. Intrapersonal skills, which include:
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2.

3.

4.

5.

a. Self-esteem, i.e. a proper perception, understanding and acceptance of yourself.
b. Emotional self-awareness - being aware of your emotions and feelings, and
understanding them.
c. Assertiveness - the ability to express your feelings in an effective and
constructive way.
d. Independence - the ability to maintain independence and distance yourself
from the emotions of others.
e. Self-fulfillment - being able to achieve your personal goals and update your
potential.
Interpersonal skills:
a. Empathy - being aware and understanding how others feel,
b. Social responsibility - the ability to identify with one's social group and
cooperate with others,
c. Interpersonal relationships - the ability to relate properly to others and to
establish satisfying relationships.
Stress management:
a. Resistance to stress, associated with the ability to manage emotions effectively
and constructively.
b. Impulse control, effective control of emotions and refraining from immediate
reactions to emotional stimuli.
Adaptability:
a. Being able to objectively assess your feelings and thinking in relation to what
surrounds
b. you.
c. The ability to adapt your feelings and way of thinking to new situations.
d. Solving personal and interpersonal problems.
General mood:
a. Optimism, positive attitude and perception of the bright side of life.
b. Happiness, feeling content with oneself, others and life in general.

The structure of EI may be presented in a following way (see figure 3)

INTERPERSONAL
SKILLS

INTRAPERSONAL
SKILLS

GENERAL MOOD

SOCIALEMOTIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

STRESS
MANAGEMENT

ADAPTABILITY

Figure 3. The structure of EI according to Bar-On (after Bar-On, 2007, p. 4)
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Bar-On (2007) characterizes people who are emotionally and socially intelligent as capable
of understanding and expressing themselves, understanding the feelings and needs of
others and properly relating to them, and effectively dealing with the demands of
everyday life. Emotional intelligence means also the ability to establish and maintain,
constructive and mutually rewarding relationships and to meet the challenge of selfimprovement and managing personal change in order to increase one’s own efficiency to
deal with situations requiring interpersonal problem solving in a realistic and flexible
way (Bar-On, 2006, p. 1).
Robert Plutchik's psychoevolutionary theory of emotions
Plutchik's concept of emotions (1962, 1980a) is based on 10 postulates:
1. The concept of emotion applies to all levels of evolution and all animals, including
humans.
2. Emotions were formed in the process of evolution and developed as different forms
of expression in different species.
3. Emotions had an adaptive role, helping organisms to deal with key environmental
survival problems.
4. Despite different forms of emotional expression in different species, there are some
common elements or prototype patterns that can be identified.
5. There is a small number of basic, primary or prototype emotions.
6. All other emotions are mixed or derivative states, i.e., they occur as combinations,
mixtures or compounds of primary emotions.
7. Primary emotions are hypothetical constructs or idealized states whose properties
and characteristics can only be inferred from various types of evidence.
8. Primary emotions can be understood in terms of polar opposite pairs.
9. All emotions differ in their degree of similarity.
10. Each emotion can reach different degrees of intensity or levels of agitation.
Plutchik (1980a) described eight basic emotions: anger, fear, sadness, disgust, surprise,
anticipation, trust and joy. And he arranged them in such a way that he merged them in
opposition, two by two as depicted in figure 4.

Joy

Sadness

Acceptance

Disgust

Anger

Fear

Anticipation

Surprise
Figure 4. Oppositions of basic emotions according to Plutchik.

Since the intensity of emotions can vary, they can also be described on a continuum
starting from very strong emotions to emotional states as presented in figure 5.
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Admiration

Trust

Acceptation

Terror

Fear

Apprehencion

Amazement

Surprise

Distraction

Grief

Sadness

Persiveness

Loathing

Disgust

Boredom

Rage

Anger

Annoyance

Vigilance

Anticipation

Interest

Ecstasy

Joy

Serenity

Figure 5. Grading emotions from most urgent to salient emotional states.
As presented in table 1 each of these emotions trigger adaptive responses (see table For
example, fear can trigger a reaction of struggle or escape. Plutchik concludes that these
emotions are as essential as DNA, heart or lungs, "in the fight for survival" (1980b, p. 145).
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Table. 1. Adaptive behaviors triggered by emotions.
Adapted from https://iep.utm.edu/emotion/#SH2b
All of the three theories described in this section show that (1) there is no single definition
of emotional intelligence, (2) the structure of emotions is extremely complex, (3) there are
different ways of evaluating emotions and examining emotional intelligence, which we
shall discuss in the next section.

Do you need another test to measure your emotional intelligence?
Understanding EILM test on Emotional Intelligence
A correctly created theory must be verifiable. The above mentioned researchers have also
developed tools (tests) to verify the assumptions made about the nature and structure of
EI. The creation of these took many years and the tools themselves were subject to
multiple revisions.
The Mayer-Salovey-Caruso Emotional Intelligence Test (MSCEIT™) is used to measure
the skills comprising four main factors identified by the authors in the EI Mayer and
Salvey model. The test consists of 141 objective, impersonal questions. Its administration
takes about 30-45 minutes. It is designed to examine people over the age of 17. The
scenarios of the test tasks are based on everyday life situations. The aim is to assess direct
abilities related to EI, and as the authors point out, the test does not use subjective
assessment of respondents, referring to their emotional skills - in other words, the test is
free of questions related to the self-esteem of respondents. The results-based approach
makes the MSCEIT test ideal in situations when participants may want to create a positive
impression. The tool is recommended as suitable for all types of corporate, educational,
research and therapeutic environments. After completing the test, the participant is
informed about the overall score (Total EIQ), results in two parent domains and their
subordinate four factors. These are: 1/ Experiential Emotional Intelligence (Sensory),
comprising (a) Perception of emotions and (b) Thinking facilitation and 2/ Strategic
emotional intelligence (Practical skills), consisting of (c) Understanding emotions and (d)
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Managing emotions (Mayer, Salovey, & Caruso, 2002). The report generated in the form of
charts provides information about the outcome and contains specific suggestions on how
the participants may supplement or use their emotional intelligence skills.
Emotional and Social Competency Inventory (ESCI), created by Daniel Goleman, Richard
Boyatzis and Hay Group, is advertised as a tool enabling full assessment (360o) of
emotional and social competence of managerial staff. It is designed to support managers
and professionals in creating a competitive advantage of their organizations by increasing
productivity, innovation and teamwork, ensuring effective use of time and resources and
building motivation and trust. The time to complete the test is about 30-45 minutes.
Currently, the tool consists of 4 main factors covering a total of 12 main competencies,
which are a key to increasing work efficiency, especially in managerial positions (earlier
version, Emotional Competency Inventory - ECI, included 18 key competencies. In
addition to the above described, used in ESCI, there were also: accurate self-assessment,
self-confidence, transparency, initiative, service orientation and change catalyst. The
current version of the Inventory comprises a total of 64 questions. The start of work on
the Goleman model and tool dates back to 1973, so it is almost half a century (exactly 47
years) of advanced research and change! For more detailed information, the reader can
find at http://www.eiconsortium.org/pdf/ESCI_user_guide.pdf.
The evaluation of the results is intended to help determine the strengths of the people
examined, to recognize how consistent they are in their actions, and to determine what
actions can be taken to improve their efficacy. The aim of the report generated after the
study is to provide the participant with feedback and help to formulate an opinion on its
importance and practical consequences (which boils down to the participant becoming
aware of typical behaviors). The examined person receives information about the total
result and separately for the four competencies.
The Bar-On Emotional Quotient Inventory (EQ) is currently available in two versions:
Q-i 2.0 and EQ-360. They are both based on the Bar-On model of emotional and social
intelligence. The EQ-i 2.0 version is the result of a revision of the EQ-i tool by the author
in 2011. The author indicates that the revision process is not yet complete since more
validation studies are needed, which will probably take many years.
Both versions are self-describing tools, i.e. they require self-assessments of the EI-related
factors identified by the author by the examined person. The EQ 360 version allows for
more in-depth information to be gathered, as information is also provided by people
working with the person being evaluated (observers). The basis for the assessment is a
comparison of self-description results with those of the observers. Both assessments
provide 11 scores on an overall scale of five basic factors (intra-, interpersonal skills, stress
management, adaptability and general mood) as well as 15 elementary factors (described
in more detail on p. 6-7). In total, the EQ-i™ includes 133 questions. The test takes about 30
minutes and is designed to examine people over age 17. The results obtained allow to
generate an emotional intelligence quotient. And as in the case of classical intelligence
tests the raw scores are converted into standard scores with an average of 100 points and
standard deviation of 15 points. The average and above average scores of EQ-i™ indicate
that the examined person is effective in emotional and social functioning. In other words,
it means that such a person is emotionally and socially intelligent. The higher the score,
the more positive are the predictions about the effectiveness in meeting the needs and
pressures of the environment. On the other hand, a low score suggests inability to
function effectively and possible occurrence of emotional, social and/or behavioral
problems. Significantly lowered scores indicate the possibility of serious difficulties in
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coping with everyday life, especially if they concern factors such as stress tolerance,
impulse control, social responsibility, reality testing and problem solving.
(https://www.reuvenbaron.org/wp/description-of-the-eq-i-eq-360-and-eq-iyv/).

Intelligence or competencies? Tests or questionnaires?
Even a short analysis of the theories discussed above shows that the authors propose
different definitions of EI and conduct studies on it in a different way. They all agree,
however, that basic for emotional intelligence is the ability to understand, identify and
express emotions. Lack of this ability may result in alexithymia (Latin - alexithymia,
Ancient Greek - λεξις, θυμος, a - denial prefix, lexis - word, thymos - emotion) - a serious
disorder, leading to serious difficulties in establishing social interactions. Epidemiological
data indicate that it affects about 13% of the general population and that it is more
common in men (9-17%) than women (5-10%) (Patwardhan et al., 2019; Salminen,
Saarijärvi, Aärelä, Toikka, Kauhanen, 1999). Most of us do not have such serious problems
but our competencies may vary depending on temperament, general sensitiveness as well
as our former experiences.
Therefore, Mayer (2004) suggests that it may be beneficial to distinguish liquid emotional
intelligence (determined by a biological, genetic factor, and linked to the speed and quality
of neural transmission) and crystallized intelligence (depending upon learning,
experiences and skills) as is the case with the general intelligence (Cattell, 1963). From this
point of view, liquid intelligence is linked to the ability to take or stop an emotional
response (impulsiveness control), while nuanced responses that can be linked to sociocultural expectations, among others, are part of crystallized intelligence. Unfortunately,
such a distinction is not helpful in the selection of evaluation instruments, especially for
the liquid EI. Most of the tools, as we already pointed out in this review, are based on selfdescription (how someone thinks he or she reacts) or check the competencies related
primarily to the crystallized aspect of EI. So you can risk a statement that until the tasks
are developed that accurately and reliably assess the liquid aspect, it is hard to talk about
real testing of EI.
Certainly, the tools described above have been checked for their reliability and validity
by their authors. Yet they are not generally available, and therefore the possibility of
using them is associated with the need to pay appropriate fees. On the website one can
also find a number of tools of EI assessment recommended by the Consortium for
Research on Emotional Intelligence in Organizations (CREIO)
http://www.eiconsortium.org/measures/eqi.html:
• Emotional & Social Competence Inventory (ESCI)
• Geneva Emotional Competence Test (CREO)
• Genos Emotional Intelligence Inventory (Genos EI)
• Profile of Emotional Competence (PEC)
• Schutte Self Report EI Test (SSEIT)
• Trait Emotional Intelligence Questionnaire (TEIQue)
• Work Group Emotional Intelligence Profile (WEIP)
These measures, however, are not accessible or can be obtained only for research. There
are also some popular questionnaires and scales but it is not certain whether meet the
criteria required for reliable tests. On the other hand, most of the available measures of EI
have one fundamental flaw. They are time-consuming labor-intensive comprising dozens
(sometimes over 100 questions). Of course, from the methodological point of view, this is
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their advantage since the more questions you ask, the more precisely you can check what
is being examined. However, we live in times of "permanent lack of time". Modern
technologies are supposed to support us in realizing our tasks faster and more and more
effectively. Tests for EI testing are most often created because there is a demand for them.
They are willingly used by employers to support employees' competencies development.
They cannot be too long, because respondents get discouraged. Most importantly,
however, they must be useable. The study of emotional intelligence makes sense only if
the result may be used in everyday practice. It is not enough to evaluate the level of EI but
it should enable answering the question: what can be done with it? This in turn often
requires the development of a tool dedicated to a specific goal.
Hence, our work aims to enable people entering the labor market or those who intend to
change their contemporary job to improve their "soft skills" during the training cycle.
Besides, the proposed tool should support professional advisors in their work. Therefore,
the questionnaire is constructed in such a manner as to measure emotional competencies
and to enable the development of a comprehensive training program. Moreover, we
attempted to make it short so that its administration would not take much time. Another
significant feature is the possibility of the repeated use of the questionnaire in order to
control the progress in EI competencies acquired during the training sessions. The profiles
generated after the successive completing the questionnaire may serve as indicators of
the progress made by the person tested.
It is a well-known fact that mastering relevant job-related qualifications is much easier
than teaching employees’ competencies facilitating social adaptation or increasing the
effectiveness of interpersonal relations. In other words, it is easier to teach and enforce
workers in what they are supposed to do than how they are supposed to do it, especially if
this way relates to the area of social interaction. Emotional competencies are especially
important (useful) in complex situations such as conflict resolution, negotiations, the
cooperation of a group of people (e.g., during the project), and in contacts with different
age groups, and with different life experiences or from different cultures.

The structure of the WECQ
The questionnaire takes into account the propositions of Salvey and Mayer, Goleman,
Bar-On, and Plutchik. We have provisionally adopted the original definition of Mayer,
Caruso & Salovey, 1999, p.267) which runs:
Emotional intelligence refers to an ability to recognize the meanings of emotion and their
relationships, and to reason and problem-solve on the basis of them. Emotional intelligence is
involved in the capacity to perceive emotions, assimilate emotion-related feelings, understand
the information of those emotions, and manage them.
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This definition inspired us in our attempts to specify what we intend to measure and how
to do it. Yet – as mentioned earlier - we concentrated on emotional competencies. That is
why we have adopted the presented above concept of emotional intelligence, however,
with certain alternations. We aimed to make possible the assessment of basic EI
components, that is the competencies and already acquired skills, which can be improved
with appropriate training. Moreover, we aimed to make a tool that will enable the
evaluation of traits useful in working conditions. Therefore, we propose the following
definition of EI, which underpins the creation of the Work Emotional Competencies
Questionnaire (WECQ).

Emotional competencies is the ability acquired throughout life to understand one's own and
others emotions, to identify them on the basis of non-verbal communication expressed
through facial expressions and gestures, and to solve problem situations by the management
of your own and other emotions, refraining from impulsive reactions, controling emotions
and adapting them to the situation and the sensitivity of others.

WECQ consists of 22 items, grouped into 5 to evaluate two areas: (A) factors relating to
self-description (How I assess my skills relating to EI areas) and (B) factors relating to jobrelated EI competencies. In this way, we can simultaneously learn how an individual
perceives and evaluates his/her skills relating to the emotional competencies and verify it
by using tasks that require the application of these skills in specific situations. Three levels
of above-mentioned skills are taken into account: low, medium, and high in accordance
with the scores gained by a participant. Factors A and B are depicted in figure 6.

RECOGNIZING AND UNDERSTANDING
ONE'S AND OTHERS' EMOTIONS

A. FACTORS RELATING TO SELFDESCRIPTION (HOW I ASSESS MY SKILLS
RELATING TO AREAS OF EI)

EMOTIONAL SENSITIVITY AND CONTROL
OF EMOTIONS

EMOTIONAL OPENNESS AND
PERSONALITY PREFERENCES OF THE
NATURE OF WORK

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE AT WORK

ASSESSMENT AND DECISION-MAKING
SKILLS IN PROBLEMATIC SITUATIONS
B. FACTORS LINKED TO WORK-RELATED
EI COMPETENCIES
EMPATHY AND GENERATION OF
SOLUTIONS IN INTERPERSONAL
SITUATIONS

Figure 6. Graphic presentation of factors A and B.
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The reliability of the test is satisfactory since α-Cronbach factor for all 22 items = 0.632,
for self-assessment items (Q_1 - Q_27) = 0.602, and for competence items (Q_33 - Q_45) =
0.463. The value of the determinant is 0.015, the measure of KMO sample selection
adequacy = 0.740, and the obtained Bartlett sphericity test value is approximate χ2 =
1156.356, p<0.001. The matrix contains significant correlation coefficients, and the 5
distinguished factors explain 46.42% of the variances of variables.
Instruction for participants
The answers you give will help you to identify your strengths and to determine if and in
what area it is possible to improve those skills that are related to interpersonal
relationships. They will also help you to find the type of activity that best suits you and
your character. Therefore, honesty is important. Training in which you will participate
will enable you to improve yourself. So you will be able to reuse this tool in order to
compare the level of your competencies before and after the training.
Tips for coaches
Work Emotional Competencies Questionnaire (WECQ) is a tool to be used in a training
program that aims to improve the emotional competencies of people entering the labor
market or wanting to take on new challenges, prove themselves in a new place or
position, and strive to change their existing professional qualifications, especially to
improve social and emotional competencies.
Both the trainer and program participants should learn the definitions of the emotional
intelligence and read information on selected concepts that form the basis of existing
emotional intelligence tests included in this chapter of the manual. It will enable them to
better understand the essence of "emotionally intelligent" behaviors that underlie
interactions and are related to decision making in social situations. It should be borne in
mind that the participants can strive to improve their social-emotional competencies, not
only because these are the requirements of the work they want to undertake, but also to
significantly change the quality of their lives in other dimensions.
How to use the tool
During the training you should take into account previous experience and skills of the
people you will work with. Therefore:
1. Before starting the training test the tool on yourself in order to have an overview
of what questions the participants are facing. This will enable you to discuss not
only the results generated formally, as a result of completing the test, but also to
address specific issues.
2. Read the theoretical part of this chapter to properly define the concepts of the
emotional intelligence and emotional competence.
3. Pay attention to issues that may be of particular importance to the people you will
be training.
4. Before starting a training or training cycle, determine the most important issues
you want to discuss with your clients before and after the test.
5. Also remember to encourage participants to ask questions that may arise after they
have completed the test and learned the results.
Do your homework before you train others!
Stage I. Before starting the test
Explain what emotional competence is, why it is important in professional life and in
extra-professional social interactions. You can use the introduction attached to the test for
this purpose:
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•

•

•

Emotional competence is the lifelong ability to understand one's and others'
emotions, to identify them on the basis of non-verbal communication expressed
through facial expressions and gestures, and to solve problem situations by
managing one's and others' emotions, refraining from impulsive reactions,
controlling emotions and adapting them to the situation and sensitivity of others.
To learn how an individual perceives and evaluates his or her skills related to
emotional competence, we have distinguished:
A) factors related to self-description (how I assess my skills) in areas:
• Recognizing and understanding one's and others' emotions;
• Emotional sensitivity and control of emotions;
• Emotional openness and personality preferences of the nature of
work;
B) factors related to EI professional competence in areas:
• Assessment and decision-making skills in problematic situations;
• Empathy and generation of solutions in interpersonal situations;
Emotional competence can be enhanced regardless of how old we are and what
happened to us in life. There is no upper limit to "being emotionally fit".

Stage II. Completion of the questionnaire
Encourage participants to take the task seriously.
Stage III. Interpretation of results
After completing the questionnaire, the results will be generated. The training participant
will receive information in the following form:

On the left side of the table there is a column specifying the level of task completion. In
the upper line there are fields, in which the overall result is displayed, the results in two
areas distinguished in the questionnaire: self-description (TSD - how a person sees and
assesses his/her competencies - this is the subjective part of the questionnaire) and
competencies (TC - in this part the result of the self-description is verified by determining
how the person copes with solving specific tasks). The next columns refer to the five main
factors identified in the questionnaire. The level of the results gained by the examined
person in a particular column will be highlighted in green. The participant has a
possibility to learn about the qualitative interpretation of his or her result after pressing
one of the green boxes.
Stage IV. Discussion
After completing the questionnaire, ask the participants:
1. Are they satisfied with the result?
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2. Did they expect such a result?
3. What questions were most troublesome for them and why?
4. What new things did they learn about themselves from the results obtained?
Referring to specific results, encourage the participants to answer questions:
5. How can they try to change their emotional and social competencies by
themselves?
6. What are their expectations from the trainer? What kind of help do they
expect?
Encourage participants to set their own goals:
1. What competencies do they want to change? Improve?
2. What do they want to start the change with: a short list of priorities (1, 2, 3)?
3. What are their concerns? What difficulties do they expect?
4. What ways do they see to deal with these problems?
Comments on running the training
1. Take care of your own emotional and social competencies to provide a good
example for the participants.
2. Try to create a friendly atmosphere. Encourage people to ask questions, get
involved, and present examples. Try to make sure that the participants come to
their own conclusions. Don't give hints but guide their course of thinking.
3. Establish good, positive contact with participants. Try to remember the names
of all participants.
4. Speak in a comprehensive language.
5. Pay attention to body language. If you see signs of boredom or fatigue, try to
involve participants by asking them questions. Remember that you are
responsible for the interest and involvement of your audience.
6. Show enthusiasm and make sure that it is conveyed to participants. Praise them
for their commitment and appreciate their efforts.
7. Always start with discussing the strong attributes before trying to make
changes in the participants' behavior and reactions.
8. Make the participant aware that FAILURE CAN BE A STARTING POINT FOR
SUCCESS!
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